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Before I tell pail. how I got
out of the. rat-trap that I was
caught in last week, let me tell
you that all that squeaking you
heard from me is the gospel
truth. I am mortally, patholologically and sincerely afraid of
mice, and rats or any close kinfolks of the rodent family and
The Fulton County 4-H Club's (2), Herman and Edwin Harrianybody who has the misforLike Attempt Fails
"Friendship for Korea" project son, Robert Pew itt,
tune to know me will tell you
Charles
— By —
At Symsonia; Law
is
approachi
camp
gals
at
that is true The
ng its termination. Roberts, E. A. and Robert
Dick Strub
On Monday, July 2, the ship- Thompson.
Is Investigating
could not have seized on a betam.
Ale
ment of cattle and tools and mater bone to gnaw on than my
Beef
Cash
Donations
:
Fulton
An explosion of tremendous
rat-fear and, brother, if they
Jim Tucker's second one-hit- terials which will have been Homemakers, Theodore
There will be an open meet- control of the Democratic party
Kramer, force severely damaged the cendidn't have a field day about it, ter in twe games was the big collected at that time, will be Warren
Graham,
P.
H. Weaks ter section of the new Wingo ing of all Democrats of Fulton organization.
I'm not pecking at this type- Purchase League news for the rent by train to Mobile, Ala. for and sons, Joe
county at the county court
Hall, Evans Drugs, school building
Lieutenant Governor }tarry
further shipment to the Far East
writer.
week.
Frank Beadles, Louie Kasnow, day morning, at Wingo Thurs- house in Hickman on Saturday, Lee
Waterfield
presided
as
county
June 7, at ap- June
which has been so badWell, anyway you will recall
The brilliant Wing() right30 at 2 p.m., at which time chairman.
C. A. McDaniels. Lions Club, proximate
ly two o'clock.
it was well past midnight when bender, who beat Fulton 4 to I ly ravaged by its recent three- Lucian Isbell,
the 13 county delegates to the
Eunice Maddox,
Waterfield cautioned his auThe blast, caused from a dynSara Campbell, Sook
on June 3 while allowing just year War.
Kentucky state convention (to dience not to believe all the talk
Paul Shoate, Cayce Homemak- amite charge
Eight southern states are parplaced in a hole be held in Louisville
Margaret Homra and Margaret
single safety, turned the trick
ers, Ray Adams, Willie Foster, on the
on July 3) about harmony in the Demomain floor of the new will be
Hall sleepily called a halt to again this past Sunday in stop- ticipating in this project. Fulton Roscoe Howe,
selected.
.
Reeds Feed Store, building, ripped a two-foot
cratic Party that they've been
their bridge game and decided ping tough Fancy Farm, 3 to I. county is the only West Ken- Butts Grocery,
sechearing.
The
upcoming
Charlie
county
Leans,
convention
off
tucky
of
the
-inch
9
county entering into it Maxwell
enforced
to walk me safely to the cabin The ions and Pilot Oak's 8 to I
McDade, Arch Hud- concrete floor, ruined
The harmony talk has stemmed
all, near...tions drew the attention of
where I was to spend a few win over Mayfield left PO and however.
dleston, Reginald Williamson, by walls,
50
top-level
political from the recent meeting of Gov-blew up a consider- some
hours in the rat-trap. I shall al- FE tied for top spot in the
At present 6111/1.90 of the Ilomer Weatherspoon, C
aides to Governor A. B. Chand- ernor Chandler with Senator
N.
ways hold these four girls as league.
$1200 quota for beef has been Burnette. N. W. and W. P. Bur- able amount of overhead raf- ler when they held a
closed- Earle C. Clements, who recentters, blew out a number of winmy bosom buddies for indulging
Hickory blasted Fulton 10 to raised This money will be used nett(' King Motor Co.
Victory dows in the adjoining school door meeting in Frankfort this ly was renominated for SenaIn a bridge marathon just for 1 in the other game over the to purchase Texas steers at a Homemakers,
Fulton Co unty
week to plan ways to seize tor over t he opposition of
••••
the sake of keeping me com- weekend.
special price of 50 cents on the Farm Bureau, Bob White, ParChandler.
Officials
investigating the
pany
Robert Moore had a two-run dollar
Those steers will be nell Carrigan, Henry Maddox,
The meeting was held in the
Funny thing about the bridge homer and Dee Yates, Joe War- killed in Texas, canned free of Palestine Homemakers, Avery :dynamiting's have turned up
seldom-used
Seniste
Retiring
game was that the girls wele ren, and Virgil Yates had two charge, and shipped to Korea Hancock, Guy Upton Jr., Ben- some clues on the incident but
Room in a third floor corner of
they
had
not
been
completel
y
hits
each
to pace Pilot Oak to afterwards
playing with a real purpose in
nett
the State Capitol. Waterfield
Homemakers,
Palestine
Margaret their triumph. Bob Murphy and
Three dairy heifers and 18 Young Peoale's iciest Crutch- followed up at press time.
Seems like
mind
warned his listeners it was
Those
in
on
the
case
are
Homra has just taken to golfing Glenn Hargrove had three hits pigs have been donated This field Homemakers, Jackson Purclosed meeting, and cautioned
Sheriff
Allen
Cloar
and
Ms
koves an additional 7 heifers chase Prod. Credit Associatio
and the IUSCI in the game was to each for the losers.
them against talking to newsn, deputies and state detectives
That line score:
and 22 pigs yet to be obtained.
be her caddy in the first game
Fulton Bank, Dr. J L. Jones, Buford
men. Mr. Waterfield is publishO'Grady.
and
In
addition,
they could play upon returning Pilot Oak
oil stoves, tools, Oliver Cash, Parisian Laundry,
er of a newspaper at Clinton.
130 002 101 8 93
Vandeb broke 37 window
home from the camping trip
Ntayfield
Waterfield made it clear to
210 011 100
13 2 and about 255 sewing kits con- Drs. Glenn and Ward Bushart. panes, two window sashes, deBeginne
rs
Invited
sisting of material, scissors,
the group that the purpose of
I had to laugh a little through I Moor. Giovcr and Wiay
stroyed
a
blackboar
d,
and
ovTo Enroll; Private
thread, buttons, needles, pins,
IT'S HYMN TIME.
the meeting was to organize
my delirium while I left the
Shelton and Hawkins
erturned desks in all six
thimble, pin cushions, tape measChandler forces to seize control
mess hall with them. I doubtLessons Available
Every third Sunday afternoon rooms of the Hardeman grade
ure. elastic, etc. have been col- it's
of
the party—first through Demed seriously if their individual
"Gospel
school,
Hymn
east
of Mayfield. someTime" in the
Iflickory exploded for eight lected.
The summer band classes for ocratic county conventions to be
physical conditions would perWoman's Club Building in Ful- time late Sunday night.
rens
in
the
6th innings to turn
both Fulton and South Fulton held on June 30th, and next at
Here is a list of the contri- ton. Bro J. Wesley Richardso
mit them to play a game of golf
•• • •
n
schools are now in session.
the State Convention in LouisIn six months Margaret Hall a obese same into a rout and butions and contributors at this will be there with some of the building, and several
windows
The Fulton beginning band is ville on July 3rd.
was wheezing with an attack of sank Fulton. Eddie Pierre took time:
talent that is helping him on the in homes across the street.
asthma like a drowning man the loss and Bob Roma the win.
Dairy Heifers: Eugene Bon- Gospel Hymn Time program on
Damage was estimated at be- meeting at 3 o'clock each Friday
advanced band and intermediate
gasping for breath (it was the Bill Holland had three hits in durant, Murray State, College, WFUL. The program is growing tween $40,000
and 350,000 and
night air); Sara Campbell was three tripe for the beers. Buck George and Billy Burnette.
in popularity month by month. plans for opening the new build- band at 4, and the marching band
drill for all band students at
suffering from a sciatica nerve !Walters slapped out four for
Pigs City National Bank, The program begins at 1:30 P.M. ing in time for school next fall 5
(also the night air), Sook Col- I Hickory.
Howard Bondurant, H a r vey
will
have
to
abandone
be
d,
a
The Little League baseball
lum looked well enough. but
Pewitt, R. B. Mobley, Willow
A TWIRLING!
contractors representative at the . South Fulton beginning band
teed as all get out and Margaret program is now underway Al- Wilde Farms (2), Herman Robis meeting at 9 o'clock SaturBettye Gregory and Barbara scene stated.
llomra confided that she doubt- though there is still seme or- erts, Percy King, Howard Pow- Ann Boyd left Sunday
Another explosion at about the days, advanced and intermediate
for
Oxganizing
which
will
have to take ell, Roy Bard, Ludy
ed if she could ever lift a golf
Howell, ford, Miss where they are at- same time demolished a trailer at 10, and marching band (for
place. the exhibitions
Doctors Report
hall. much less try to hit one
these ' Coyle Wade, Claude Ffreeman tending a five day National
an students)a
.
Ba at a similar new school building a
youngster
s have put on in their
We Wef l• a sorry lot as WO
Parents wishing to enroll their
ton Twirling Institute.
Attack As Mild
I
(Continued is page nee)
trudged our way through the first full days of play has been
children in beginning band
To Moderate
copper -heads.
ci ackling right up to midseaeon form, as Stevie Brown Suffers
t Ii e
cIa.u.s should contact the band
leaves
1011 the coldest, dab- far as this writer is concerned. Broken
director during the regularly
Andrew L. .Burrus, for mani
Leg In Fall
Monday, the Braves belted. the
blasted June night the local nascheduled beginning band class years one of Obion county's mosi
White
Sox
13
to
5
and
the Carditivs have aver witnessed
Little Stevie Brown, thee and
—3 o'clock on Fridays for Ful- prominent citizens who for tht
nals topped the Yankees 6 to one-half year old son of
ton and -9 o'clock on Saturdays last two or three years hat
Mr and
I finally weaved my way to 3.
Mrs John D Brown and grandfor South Fulton students.
served as executive secretary 01
the cabin, opened the door and
And Tuesday. the Giants won son of Mr and Mrs
Private lessons will be held the Tennessee Limestone ProHerman
a cheery. log fire greeted me. a
thrilling 3 to 2 game from the Fasley, was painfully
on Saturday afternoons through- ducers Assn, is a patient in the
There was a soft glow of cominjured
Yanks on Terry Beadles' two out Thursday afternoon
out the summer in the Fulton Madison County General hospifort that shaded the room and
when he
bit to left which scored Lloyd fell from a car
City schools band room. All stu- tal after suffering a heart atwhile playing
everehody but Dorothy Exum
M., O. Champion, chairman of the corn acreage
Bone. Losing pitcher Jimmy in the yard of his
desiring these lessons tack recently at his room in the
reserve he dents
aunt, Mrs. the
was snoring up a storm. Like
Fulton County ASC commit- must not have corn
Shuck hit Bone and Kenny Cul- Wilson Hepler, at
acreage in should contact the band director New Southern hotel in Jackson.
Woodland tee, stated
a Mother Hen she wanted to lum
that the county office excess of 85 percent of his
with pitched balls with one Mills, Tenn. He was rushed
His nephew, Dr. Swan Burnet
know where her little chick had out
corn for a scheduled time.
to had just received
i n the frame
a copy. of the base acreage and he
t h e Obion County
Jr .of Jackson, who is attending
must desigHospital, following
been, and I told her, but the
telegram in regard to nate an acreage equal
Monday. Danny Robbins and where x-rays showed two
Mr. Burrus, reported this mornto 15 perbrok- the Soil Bank
only thing I had in mind was the
HAPPY BIRTHDAY ing
act which was cent of his corn base
Marshall Mann hit homers. Rob- en bones in his right
leg He is passed
that Mr. Burrus is resting
acreage
activity of the alleged mouse
on May 28.
bins' coming with two men on, now reported resting
from which has not and will not
well at his
brigade.
Happy Birthday: June 14: Joe comfortably without pain and
Mr. Champion further de- not harvest
to lead the Braves to their vic- home near Cayce.
a crop, cut hay, or Dallas, Herschel Grogan; June that use of an oxygen tent was
"Have you heard anything," tory. Nickie Borden
clared that this was the only graze in
was the
1958. To qualify for 15: Tommy Phillips, Ruby Mor- not necessary.
I asked Dorothy. "Not a thing," winner and Ronnie Winsto
informati
that
on
the
local bf- corn price support through the
n the
The doctor said Mr. Burrus
row: June 18: Mr. Sam Hibbs,
she offered. We both had refer- losing pitcher James Faulkner ATTENDING CONFERENCE
ficials have received on this conservation
reserve he must K. M. Winston, Bobby Grisham, had suffered a coronary thromence to the rat-run. It was then hit a two-ruin ihomer for
I very important law,
not exceed his corn base acre- Mrs. S. L. Brown, June
the
Joan and Dr. Denny Baird,
17; Mrs. bosis which he described as
that I wanted to dash through White Sox.
The telegram:
age and must designate an acre- Lawson Yates; June
Lois
Jean
and
18; Gene mild to moderate." He said Mr.
Rodney Miller
the woods like a jet-propelled
"The Secretary has deter- age of "cropland
equal to 15 Thompson; June 19; Janette Mc- Burrus would probably remain
will attend the Annual Method- mined that a farmer in
nymph and find Sara Johnson,
the corn- percent of
In the second game, Kenny ist Conference Saturday
Vivian Williamson and the other
in mercial corn area may become age which his corn base acre- Cree; June 2: Monette Bar- in the Jackson hospital for three
he will contract ham, Beverly Cursey, Nell Ex- weeks.
prank-crazy damsels and blow Bradley Was the winning Cardi- Memphis. The Bairds and the eligible for maximum price sup- to
devote to specified conserve- urn. Mrs. Felix Gossum,
and
their tops right off of their nal pitcher and also hit a three- Millers are counselors for
port
rate on corn ($1.50 national tion uses and from
run homer. Ladd Stokes of the Methodist Youth Fellowshi
which he has Mrs. F. Johnson.
heads.
p in average) in two ways. (1) He not or
will no harveght a crop
Cards homered with one on. Fulton. Lois Jean will serve on
may comply with his corn al- and will not
The mouse marathon waspos- Shuck suffered the loss
cut hay or graze It's a Boy:
in that A panel for the MYF at the An- lotment and (2)
sible, to be sure, but they cer- game too.
he may comply for the life of the contract."
Congratulations Mr. and Mrs.
nual Conference in Memphis.
with the Soil Bank corn price
tainly didn't have to embroider
The following were patients in
Now, more about Tuesday's
"The life of the co. tract may Bobby Lowe on the birth of an
support
requireme
nts.
such fancy patterns on my shat- game:
be from 3 to 15 years depend- eight pound, 11 ounce son, born the local hospitals Wednesday
-"To
qualify under the Soil
tered nerves, that's for sure. •
morning.
Tommy Pruitt, who was the It's a Boy:
Bank requirements he must ing on the type of conservation June 9, at Jones Hospital.
Fulton Hospital—
I crawled in bed without re- -winning Giant pitcher, tripled
Congratulations Mr. and Mrs. designate an acreage of crop measure applied to the land,
Mrs. Harry Callison, Mrs.
moving a single garment and with Teddy Barclay and Beadles Flynn Powell of Fulton
SO SORRY
on the land equal to 15 percent of- his Farmers who neither comply
concentrated on a little sleep. cm base in the first to put his birth of a son. Walter
We apoligize to Austin Springs Fannie Montgomery, Hickman;
William cornbase acreage in either the with their corn acreage allotI thought about counting mice club ahead after Kenneth Ray weighed
eight pounds, five acreage reserve for corn or'the merits nor the provisions of the and Palestine because their news Mrs. James Kimbell, Joan Kimbell, Luther Pickens, Elroy Deas they fell into a well, instead Allen had walked to force in ounces and was born June
8, conservation reserve. To qualify soil.„„bank will be eligible for items were left out due to me- weese,
of the proverbial sheep, but as Chris Hunter with the Yank run at Jones Hospital.
Wayne Latta, Wingo;
1
chanical
difficulty
.
They
will
for corn price support through
(Continued on Page 4) - 'appear next
Mrs. Katherine Hoskins, K. A.
lay there half-frozen, half unweek.
Weatherford, Lottie Claude, Rt.
ronscious Dorothy Exum kept
4, Clinton; Mrs. Mary Woods,
Interrupting my near coma with
Columbus; Mrs. W. F. Weaver,
conversation Between the uhRt. 2, Mrs. Zeph Starks, Rt. 2,
huh's and uun-unn's I tittered
Water Valley; Mrs. James Gray,
in my drowsiness, I learned
Crutchfield; Nat ha n Puckett,
-(By Mrs. Parnell Carrigan)
about a family tree from her.
landscaping, crafts or recreation plan their individual set-up and
Mrs. Coleman Evans, Rt. 1, Don
(Tenth in a Series)
First ,thing you know Marthe leaders brought information needs in the home and on
the
Schaney, Mary Swan Bushart,
Like all the other communities that could be and is used by all farm.
cella Hancock said, "Jo, its
This has given the homeErnest Shelton, Rt. .4, Mrs. W.
quarter to four and maybe you in Fulton County, Cayce wel- members-at that time and in the
maker a much better underB. Thompson, Rt. 4, Al Cruce,
ought to get up." Sure and it comed the Home Demonstration years to follow,
standing of the farm needs, and
Rt. 4, B. Et. Stevenson, and Mrs.
was, but 1 wanted to get up work that began in this county
Two members of Cayce Club, likewise _the farmer a better
unHomer Cruce, Rt. 4, Fulton.
and saturate Dorothy with ice in 1928 under the leadership of Mrs. Billie McGehee and Mrs. derstanding
of the home needs.
Haws Memorial—
water, for just about the time the former Miss Myrtle Jackson. W. B. Sowell, have been. coun- Each following
year the group
Mrs. Sherman Woodson and
I lulled her to sleep with my The only two charter members ty president. Mrs. Sowell is now has
one or two meetings to disbaby, Rt. 1, Wingo; Mrs. Clara
monosyllables it was time for now active in the club are Mrs. the county vice president and
cuss ideas, make reports and
Dedmon, Rt. 3, Union City; Miss
me to get up and cook break- Daisy Bondurant and Mrs Neil has served two terms as county make additiona
l plans.
Charleen Preuitt, Paducah: Mrs.
fast and she was sound asleep. Scearce.
recreation leader. She has atIn an accompanying picture
Bill Covington, Mrs. Ray Stuart,
Jordan Community also or- tended the State Recreation Mrs.
It was as I attempted to reBertha McLeod is shown
Martin, Tenn.; Ronnie Blair,
move my aching back and creak- ganized a club, but after a few Workshop four times and has talking
to Mrs. Holly and Mrs.
Mrs. Lula Rucker, J. F. Lucy,
ing bones from that elevated years it disbanded and two of helped
several
homemakers Garrigan in a new family room
Rt. 2, Mrs. James Ingram, Hallit
pallet the camp director called its charter members, Mrs. W. C. clubs as well as civic clubs and that Was
built in the Holly home
Rose, Carolina Hale, Mrs. Robhod that I decided I was the Sowell and Miss Alice Sowell, 4-H clubs in this county and ad- as a
result of much planning
ert Thorpe, Rt. 4, Mrs. Bertha
goat of the camp and the target went to Cayce and have gotten joining counties in their rec- through
this development proBransford, and
of all pranks merely because I many of their neighbors and reation program.
Mrs. Theron
gram. A number of great imJones and baby, Rt. 5, Fulton.
was a tender-foot camper and an friends to. go along with them,
Three families, Mr. and Mrs. provements were made in this
all-around dumb bunny. It was so the Cayce Club takes in the Parnell Garrigan, Mr. and Mrs.
Jones hospital—
home and yard, which is now
then too that I decided I was two communities.
Mrs. George Adams, Water
Samuel Holly and Mr. and Mrs. very nice and convenient.
The
going to get on guard and
Valley; Mrs. William Kekko and
Year after year the homes of Clhester Wade, papticipated in Garrigans have gotten
special
return evil for evil
baby, Michigan; Mrs. James Gileach club member have bene- the first class of the Farm and help through
Ens program in
Dorothy's bed was opposite fited in one way or another Home Development p r o gram
bert and baby, Mrs. Homer
landscaping and have followed
Cayce Homemakers have enjoyed their reading project
Johnson and baby, Mrs. 0. D.
the shower-room Finally out of through the program of the starting in the fall of 1951. This through
with a good bit of the
this year and here some of the members gathered around
Cook, Mrs. C. D . Lovelace, Mrs.
bed I get a few ideas of my own homemakers.
program has proved very valu- work. They hope to add some to
Mrs.
H. G_ Weber as she concludes a book review, loft to right
on how to irritate sleep- keeperCora Aldrich, Mrs.
Whether the current lesson able to the families taking part this each year. The
Thomas
are:
Chester Wade
Mrs- Daisy Bondurant 11 charter member, Mrs. Ray Cruet,
awakers and
alienate cabin was home management, home The first year the group met to- family
Buchanan and baby, Mrs. Bobmany
has
improvemade
president
Mrs.
Weber
;
and
Mrs. Neil Seearee another (-fleeter
.Coattnned an Page five)
bie Lowe and baby, Mrs. Flynn
improvement, foods, clothing, gether several times to study and
(Cestbused on rage 4)
member.
Powell and baby, all of Fulton.
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Cayce Homemakers Make Living Worthwhile

The South Should Forget Its Third Party
Southern Democrats who may be
inclined to dash out and organize a
third party if the national convention
goes against us have been given something to think about by President
Dwight Eisenhower, a gentlemen who
is gaining renown as a "political genius."
Whether one likes the way Ike runs
the-country or not, it must be conceded that the President has been unusually adept not only in escaping
blame for the things that have gone
wrong in government but in turning
apparent defeat into personal victory.
And both of these attributes rank
high among those which every political leader would like to claim as his
own.
As southern Democrats weigh the
benefits of walking out of the national convention 4ind setting up a third
party, they can, therefore, profit from
the judgment of a recognized political master—Dwight Eisenhower—who
a -couple of years ago gave deep consideration to this same move. But he
finally gave it up as impractical.
And time has shown in this instance.
as in so many others, that the President was farsighted and wise in abandoning his plan to pull out of the
GOP and set up a party of his own
which would be more in agreement
with his program than was the socalled McCarthy wing of the Republican Party.
A forthcoming book by Robert Donovan, entitled "Eisenhower, The Inside Story," gives a detail picture of
how close the President came to
launching a third party during his
months of greatest frustration back
in 1953.
And it explains how he finally decided that he could come nearer achieing his goals by changing the thinking of "the Republican Party from
within rather than by trying to organize a new splinter group within the
GOP.
Southern Democrats who now face
similar frustration within th—cli party
will, we believe, come to the, same
decision that Mr. Eisenhower did if
they give the matter careful thought.
For history offers two well-established facts which were instrumental
in .causing Ike to abandon his third
party plans and which will prove
just as valid' in influencing Democratic plans as in shaping Mr. Eisenhower's decision.
Those truths are first, that third
parties are seldom politically successful and second, that they seldom are

even attempted except by rroups
which have everything, to lose and
and everything to gain:
Individuals or groups already possessing major influence in government
—even though many of their policies
may be rejected—just do not throw
away what power they have in order
to start a third party.
Democrats
And today southern
must be considered one of the most
influential groups in American government. For they dominate practically all the major committees of Congress.
And through its control of the
government purse strings, Congress
still exerts tremendous power in our
national life in spite of Supreme Court
grabs at power and the rapid expanlion of executive departments.
It would seem like folly; therefore
for southern Democrats to risk loss
of their control of Congress through
organization of a third party.
If a Republican victory this fall
wipes out our congressional influence,
then we would have little to lose by
starting a third party or taking any
other exlreme action that might come
to mind.
But if the cause of states rights
has meritv as an increasing umber
of national leaders believe it has, then
we, like President Eisenhower, should
have a better chance of winning support of our cause by remaining in the
Democratic Party than we would
fighting it from outside.
This point was emphasized recently
by Senator Lyndon Johnson of Texas,
potential Dixie standard-bearer, when
he expressed opposition to any preconvention caucus of southern Democratic Party.
"It would seem to me that such a
caucus might solidfy positions of both
sides and would well end in hurting,
rather than helping, the southern

cause." Senator Johnson pointed out.
"I think it is vitally necessary that
we approach the convention with an
open mind," he added; "ready to consider the problems in a spirit of give
and take.

"Under such circumstances, moderate and reasonable men would be the
most likely to win and play an effective role in arriving at the solution we
so deeply desire."
That line of thought, rather than
hasty organization of a third party,
seems to be the soundest policy we
can follow at this time.
—Tupelo Journal

SERMONETTE OF THE WEER'

Divorce — The Blindest Alley
By Joanne Mitchell
I SHOULD have hated the word
"divorce." Divorce took my parents
from me when I was a child, during
those freedom-seeking days after the
first World War, when God's law
against divorce became unfashionable
But for a long time divorce seemed

a sensible practice to me. It is
only with mature reflection that I
realized the tragedy of the broken
like

home.
THE ARGUMENTS for divorce can
sound very logical: "Why live with a
faithless or improvident or just incompatible spouse?" or "Nothing is
worse for the child than to be caught
conin the crossfire of his parents
flicts." But these arguments for divorce do not stand the test of experience, or the greater logic behind God's
law.
I had a friend whose husband went
from surliness and bad temper to idleness and heavy drinking. My friend
managed as best The could for a while,
but finally her spirit snapped, and
taking the baby with her, she divorced him. She was married a few
years later to a successful business
man. They lived in as exclusive suburban neighborhood, had cars and
servants, but she still wasn't happy.
servants, but sre still wasn't happy.
THE REASON for her unhappiness
then dawned on me. In both marriages my friend had been concerned
only with her happiness, and happiness was now impossible in any marriage. Divorce wasn't a change; it left
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her exactly as she tvas before -- selfish to the core.
So often divorce is the way out
for people like my friend. They never
learn the lesson that in marriage (as

in everything human) joy comes only
out of sacrifice and hard work. Even
when people find themselves in marriages that were "wrong," mistakes
from the beginning, they can work
at love. With God's help they can
take the "liking" that brought them
together and turn it into love.
THE GREATEST tragedy about divorce is what it does to children. A
child is the strongest proof that there
once was love in a marriage
a love
to build on — and the good is the fundamental reason for God's law against
divorce.
My thoughts often go back to my
empty childhood. If my parents had
'nved me they would have stayed together — for they could have. I was
the living image of their former love,

and which in my image had never
died. Yes, they should have staved together:- Not only for my sake, but for
theirs too. For like others, they found
divorce was the blindest alley'

PURPOSE
There is no road to success but
through a clear, strong purpose.
T. T. Munger
Obstacles are those frightful things
you see when you take your eyes off
the goal.
Hannah More

11 member of the Kentucky Press Association

Consult thy everyday life; take its
answer as to thy aims, motives, fondest purposes, and this oracle of years
will put to flight all care for the.
world's soft flattery or its frown.
Mary Baker Eddy

A member of the Fulton County Farm Bureau
Subscription Rates: $2.00 per year in Fulton,
.iickman, Graves Counties, Ky., and Obion
and Weak ley Counties, Tenn.; Elsewhere
throughout the United States $3.00 per year

When a man has not a good reason
for doing a thing, he ras one good
reason for letting it alone.
Sir Walter Scott

Entered as second class matter June 28, 1933
it the post -Ifice at Fulton, Kentucky, under
.he United States postal act of March, 1879

Nothing is impossible. We merely
don't know yet how to do it.

Post Office Box 485

Fulton, Kentucky

Published Every Thursday of The Year
R. PAUL and JOHANNA M. WESTPHELING
Editors and Publishers

Thursday June 14, 1956

Thomas A. Edison

STRICTLY BUSINESS

by Mcfsathies

IRON THE FILES:—

TURNING BACK THE CLOCK —

"What makes you think our customers don't like
our lemon pies?"

LETTERS TO
THE EDITOR
Dear Jo and Paul,
As Miss Virginia Clark isn't
here any more, I am sending
money for a two-year subscription to the News, as I like it very
much. I am Virginia's mother.
• Mrs. Bobbie Parham
3254 S. Hamilton Ave.
Chicago 8, Illinois
Poor little girl
Who lost her way,
Going to Camp
One sunny day.
She should never start out
With a destination in mind;
This for sure
She would not find.
—A Fulton "observer"
Dear Jo and Paul,
Seems as though I'm reading
a long letter from home when
I get the paper. That:a the first
thing I do when I get home front
work and the paper is in the
box. Can't get any work done
until I have read your NEWS.
Can't tell you how much it
means to me, so keep the good
NEWS going and here's payment for another year
Your
friend,
Mrs Archie Stalling
3235 Lafayette Avenue
St. Louis 4, Mo
Dear Sir and Madam:
Enclosed is $300 for the subscription renewal of the News.
We enjoy the News and look
forward each week to receiving
it. You do a wonderful job on
the paper.
Sincerely,
Claude D. Howell
1412 Onandago Ave.
Akron 5, Ohio
. I just couldn't be without the Fulton County News."
Mrs. Jewell S. Morris
4121 Orean
Northwoods, Mo
your paper is read more
than any reading material in
my shop."
Klip & Kurl Beauty Shop,
Fulton
Dear Paul:
Since returning from Cub
Scout camp and having had the
pleasure of associating with your
charming wife Jo for three days
has thrown my mind, thoughts
and brain into a. turmoil of
wonderment.
I am sure she has talents so
_deeply hidden that you — her
husband, have never discovered.
Of course everyone has talents,
good and bad. There are also
two sides to every question but
you Paul, must still be trying to
find the _answer to the first
three questions. WHAT? HOW?
As a friend I thought I might
enlighten you on some of her
good talents then maybe you
can overlook some of the bad
ones which I will list later.
Now this first god point
will mention is strictly your
fault Paul that you do not know
about it. You haven't given Jo
the chance to prove to you what
a little ray of sunshine she can
be at five o'clock in the morning. She let it be known at camp
that she wanted to have early
breakfast for you every morning but you would not give her
the chance. Do you know she
was right in that kitchen at five
o'clock sharp cooking breakfast
for that camp gang? A smile on
her face and a song in her heart.
You are making a grave mistake in not letting her do this
at home. It's bad I tell you —
especially when I had to introduce her own son to his mother. When he walked into the

kitchen I will never forget the
look of ornament that appeared
on his face.'
I realize she -is a busy person
with the paper, Cub Scout work,
house work etc., but Paul if you
would make her go to bed
EARLY at night then let her get
up at five (as she really wants
to do) you will find her to be
an entirely different person.
Another hidden talent we discovered is—A neat housekeeper. Those of us at camp know
this to be true as her cabin
passed inspection TWICE. I say
nein, please give_her—a—c-hancv,
let her get lip early and she can
get all of her house work done
after breakfast and have the
office opened by eight o'clock.
Now this next one I haven't
quite made up my mind about.
I want to say she is a reel sharp
bridge player but I have about
come to the conclusion that she
must have a partner who is
troubled with indigestion and
"shoots" her to a grand slam. So
if and when you feel a good
gasifiable spell of indigestion
coming on just say "Who's for
bridge?" and you will discover
this hidden talent.
The bad talents? Yes, I call
them talents because one has to
be talented to do some of the
things that this woman did.
(1. Ask her about the Man's
blue pajamas she. found rolled
up with her's under her pillow'
Go on—ask her
.
(2) Ask her why she placed
the blame on a good friend of
mine when the evidence was
there in plain sight — hanging
on a 12 ft. pole in front of your
wife's cabin . . .
(3) Ask her why she likes to
throw a cold wet wash cloth in
her friend's face at twelve thirty at night to wake her from a
sound sleep — (you might ask
her too, how long it took her to
leave the room after she pulled
this little joke)
(4) This fourth item will not
be news to you but I'll pass it
on anyway. There were between
fifteen and twenty cars in the
caravan going to camp Jo started out in the middle of the caravan BUT when we arrived at
camp she was not with us. Thirty or forty minutes later in she
drover where, how and wily
she got lost from us is one for
the books IF anyone cant igure
it out. ritrpare she knows most
of the citizens in Henderson,
Tenn. AND all roads leading in
and out of said town.
I could list a few more talents your wife has but due to
time and lack of paper I will
not go into detail. I will just
mention that she was most cpoperative in all duties required
of her. To name one—gathering
logs and carrying them to my
cabin on the hill. She kept us
well supplied in fire wood. But
let me add right here and now
that -I .'made DARN sure there
were no rail road tracks around
AND she was on foot before she
started on this mission.
She was also very conscientious about saying her prayers.
In fact every time Vivian and I
went near her she would bow
her head, in prayer.If the people would just stop-look and
think whenever they -see Jo
around they would realize what
prayer can do for one. She is
the living proof that only the
Lord guides her and protects
her. None other than the Lord
would have the patience.
I will admit I am still addled,
confused and completely exhausted from trying to keep one
jump ahead of your wife but the
pdint I am trying to reach is —
If at any time I can be of service to you in trying to figure out
this problem you are faced with
day in and day out please call
on me. The only solution I can
think of right now is that she
would make excellent rat bait.
I have the traps, you have the

June 12, 1821
One of the most beautiful
wedding of the early summer
was solemirtzed Wednesday at
hig noon, at. the. First,..18gthodist
Church when Miss Mary Nell
Owen became the bride of Mr.
Milton Exum.
The ushers were Mr Johnnie
Owen, brother of the bride; Mr
Thomas Exum, brother of the
groom; Mr Glenn Wiseman, Mr.
Lester Newton. Mr. Uel Olive
and Mr Max Pickle
The bridesmaids, lovely in
their gowns of pastel shades
were Miss Sara Owen. sister of
the bride; Miss Margaret Owen,
of Paducah: Miss Helen Exum,
sister of the groom; Miss Elizabeth Blanton. of Wilmore, Ky.
Miss buena Wood and Miss Burnice :
3 Yarbrough of Nashville,
Tennessee.
maid of' honor, Miss Mil-4-------

dred Graham, wore a model of
blue organdy.
The bride was gowned in an
exquisite wedding gown of imported lace over ivory
fashioned with a full skirt. She
carried an arm bouquet of calla
lilies tied with ivory chiffon
lace.
Mr Joseph Schuck served Mr
Exum as best man'.
Shawie Noffell has open up a
new and beautiful place to eat
in the building recently vacated by Neeley's'barber shop. Ile
calls the place, "Shawie's" and
it is most elegantly fitted up
with soda fountain, all sorts of
equipment for serving sandwich,
es. salads and light lunches.

Miss Fern Snow, daughter of
the late Mr. and Mrs L S. Snow
of Fulton, Ky. received her BS
degree in library science at the
eighth annual commencement of
bait.
State College.
When the
going gets too Murray
rough and you feel you have
Miss Carma La* Cooley of Wa'
reached the end of the row just
remember — I HAVE THE ter Valley has entered school at
Murray State for the stunmer
TRAPS.
I am so glad I know a per- term
son like you .Paul. You are a
Tan. to IFFUL For Loco! Nets•
big man to take what has been
dished out to you. May the Lord
Haw Chriatian
continue to give you the power
to restrain your two hands from
Science Ilrala
choking the living day lights out
"HEALING OF GOITER
of her.
THROUGH
RELIANCE
I remain
Baffled, befuddled and
ON GOD"
bewildered
WRIT 112/5 lie.) Plosaar le am
Sarah B. Johnson
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MAKE MONEY
ON YOUR HOME NOW!
. You apply

LIFETIME ALUMINUM Weather
Board to the exterior. This automatically increases its sale value.

2. You finance the application with • long term,
low cost loan which we will be glad to arrange
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BURN,
209 E.

for you.
3. You make your payment for the most part out
of savings in heating, cooling, painting and repair
costs. These savings will often be in excess of the
installments.
4. When the loan is paid, the increase in value is
yours, and the savings will go on month by month.

THAT'S MAKING MONEY, in our language !

FULTON ROOFING & INSULATION CO
111 Washington Street

Phone 557

for cotton dresses too
lovely to wash at horoc..
all America's turning to
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COTTON CLINIC'
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keep

new

SAFE

cottons

way to

crisp,

full
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bodied and new looking

SO)
Too often, ordinary home
washing robs dainty cottons of their chic loveliness
and dulls colors beyond recall. Our Sanitone Cotton
Clinic retains all the like
new crispness of texture
and original colors in even
the most delicate of fabrics, yet makes them even
cleaner
most
them
the
thorough home laundering.
Try it . . . you'll love it !
Call us today.

Original

Finish

Fully

Re-

stored Colors Sparkle Like
New

Every Trace Of Spots and
Dirt Eliminated

OK LAUNDRY & CLEANERS ,INC,
Phone 130

Fulton, Ky.
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Beginning June 11, the Vet- izistion of the claims to the
erans Administration . Regional! Louisville Regional Office will
Offiee in Louisville will handle provide beneficiaries of deall new death claims from wi- ceased Kentucky veterans OMdows and chidren of deceased stop VA service such as is now
Kentucky veterans for govern- available to living veterans. The
ment life insurance, compensa- VA stated the decerstralization
UM and pension, accrued bene- eventually will result in a more
las and burial allowances, Ray economical operation.
R. Adams, Manager of the ReAdams stressed that the degional Office announced
to- centralization applies only to
day These claims have been new death claims and does not
handlud by a VA District Office include those cases in which the
,in Philadelphia. The decentral- VA already is paying benefits.
. Inactive cases —those in which
the VA is not making payments
-will remain -in the Philadelphia District Office, however an
inactive case will be decentralized to the Louisville Regional
Office when correspondence is
received concerning the case.
Adams explained that the Regional Office will settle claims
with beneficiaries of National
Service Life Insurance and Servicemen's Indemnity — the World
War 11 and Korean Conflict
types o insurance. Claims on
U. S. Government Life Insurance which was issued to veterans of World War I will continue
You can keep conifortabls cool
to be settled by - the Veterans
in every room of sour home
Benefits Office in Washington,
with a single Westinghouse Air
D. C. This does not change the
COrkiit loner One 111111 alone does
present method of paying premthe whole job: Replaces sumiums or location of insurance
mer heat with fresh,cool air ...
policies for living veterans, Adremoves excess moisture . .
ams added.
filters out dust, dirt. pollen . ..
Death compensation is payC1I-CULItCltillY for inaNiniuMcorrlable to eligible widows, children
long.
fort. SU SUITUflef
and dependent parents of veterans Whose death was due to
Fair BOOKLET
service whereas death pension
is payable only
to eligible
2o pa te "Homo
Owner's crumit to
widows and children of certain
t entral Air( onveterans whose deaths were not
ditioning '-artamenqueritiimson cost,
due to service.
financing, ways to saver money. etc.
Funeral expenses, up to $150,
Write or phone for free ciipy.
will be paid by VA in the death
11141 sees 0 Mt W..StinglIOUSC
of any World War I, World War
II or Korean Conflict veteran
discharge under conditions other
AIR INIMMIMIII9111101185143
than dishonorable. Peace time
veterans must have been discharged or retired from service
for disability incurred in line of
duty.
Accrued benefits are VA pay209 E. 4th
Phone 166 nients authorized to living veterans which have not been paid

AIR CONDITrli
your entire home

WITH ONE VII

Vil

FREIGHT LINE
Benefits are only acceptable
PERMIT GRANTED
so far as they can be requited;
The State Department of Mo- beyond that point, instead of
gratitude they excite hatred.
tor Transportation today grant—Tacitus
ed Our Own Deliveries, 827 West
Madison Street, Louisville, a
freight line permit to operate between Louisville and Fort Knox
and to serve intermediate points
with three miles — restricted to
THE MAYT1416
delivery service from local
AUrOMATIC
stores in Louisville and its comWASHER
mercial area to retail purchasers
along the route — along U.S. 60
and U.S. 31-W. The certificate
1.1 111.
is restricted against any interchange of freight, or to serve .ow down p2yment111""it- ass
any connecting line.
and Easy Terms

to the veterans at the tune of
his death such as disability compensation due during the month
of the veteran's death.
Adams pointed out that these
new death claims should be sent
to th e veterans Administration
Regional Office, 1405 West
Broadway, Louisville, Kentucky.

GOING TO U-K!
HERE ARE A FEW
TIPS ABOUT SCHOOL
As a service to the thousands
of high school students throughout the state who have indicated
an interest in attending the University of Kentucky, the Office
of the University Registrar has
prepared the following questions
and answers about the school:
1.. Where is the University
of Kentucky located? UK is located at Lexington, an urban
Ican
omm
.A
uhe
nitykdia_
Of sta
ahO
ff.Ut inel
l0
u0:00
ng
population. It is easily accessible
by auto, bus, rail and plane
from every section of the state.
2. When was the University
established? It was established
under a cooperative plan authorized by the Legislature in

One family builds a wall, and
two families get the benefit.
—William Scarborough
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TV VIEWING
All television sets need
a check-up from time to
time. Don't wait for your
set to fail. Call us now
for a complete tune-up
and enjoy clear, sharp
television viewing.

FORM 2240 FOR '
GM TAX REFUND
IS NOW AVAILABLE

LONE OAK CLUB TO
SEND ONE 4-B CLUE
MEMBER TO CAMP

ROPER TELEVISION
306 MAIN STREET

FULTON

PHONE 307

GUARANTEED RECONDITIONED
USED CARS

KING MOTOR COMPANY
For a demonstration of the new 1956 PONTIAC
call Molly King at 1267 or 89.
Used Cars, 101 W. State Line
Office, 115 Carr

LAKE STREET UOUOR STORE

PLENTY FREE

PARKING!

•

•

Life is a Dream ...

FLOOR
FURNACES

Come In And See Our New

GRAHAM FURNITURE COMPANY

way

El

Comfort costs so little with

sse 557

1

BENNETT ELECTRIC

ENJOY BETTER

VOLUNTEER ciVID DEFENSE worker helps outfit • family in
a relief shelter in Torrington, Conn., after all the family's possessions were washed away during the Northeast flood caused by
Hurricane Diane. Working with the Red Cross, civil defense Welfare
Service volunteers helped alleviate human misery just as they
would d• It Ihbi nation were suddenly attacked. (Wide World Photo)

The Lone' Oak Club met at
the center for the regular meeting for the month of May.
The meeting was called to order by the president Mrs. BetClaims For Farm
hel. Song "In the Garden," was
led by Joyce Brown. The devoUse Gas May Be
tional was given by Annalynn
Made After June 30
Puckett and prayer by Bula
3. Hew many persons are on
Wm M. Gray, Director of In- Bailey. The Club Creed was
the faculty and staff' There are
about 500 faculty
members, ternal Revenue for the Louis- read in unison.
Roll call was answered by
ville District, announced today
the faculty, numbers about 1,600 that he now has available a sup- naming one flower mentioned in
persons.
ply of the form to be used by the Bible. The minutes of the
4. How many students attend farmers to claim refinvds of the last meeting were read and the
UK? Ther,. are approximately Federal tax paid on gasoline and treasurer's report was given.
6,400 students on the Lexington certain other fuels. The official Old and new business was discampus. The total enrollment, Form 2240 may be obtained by cused. Plans were made to send
including the Northern Center writing or calling the director's a 4 - H club member to camp
at Covington. is about 7,200.
office at Louisville. They may at UTMB in June.
5 How is the school year di- also be obtained through local
A work day to make straw
sided' The regular school year county agricultural agents and braid bags was planned for
is divided into two semesters, at many banks and post offices June 5 at the community centhe fall semester starting about in the district. The public law ter.
the middle of September and the authorizing this refund was ap- ' An offering for the Cancer
spring semester about the first proved by the President on drive was taken.
With the Vice - president preof February. The summer term April 2, 1958.
starts the middle of June and
Mr. Gray advised farmers of siding the followin project
lasts until the first week in this area to file their claim with leaders gave reports. Poultry by
August.
his office after June 30th Claim Bonnie Brown, home manage6. How much does it cost to is to be made for taxes paid on ment by Bula Bailey, reading
attend the University of Ken- gas purchased and used for chairman, by Winnie Cunningtucky? The fee for registration farrnipg purposes between Jan- ham. The reading chairman re.and incidenals is $85 for a Ken- uary 1 and June 30. The claim ported two hundred thirty four '
tucky resident. The cost of books must be filed before 'October I. books were read by the people
of the community between the
varies with the courses taken
A..-ross From The
Lake Street Ext
The director cautioned faarmhut averages about $30 per ers to read carefully the instruc- last trip of the book mobile.
All Favorite Brands semester. Room and board in
t Joyec Brown was in charge of
Coca-Cola Plant
tions on the Form 2240 before
the dormitories ranges from filing and advised them to keep recreation period She present$220 to $245 per semester. Other sufficient records to permit veri- ed a shirt contest, with Bonnie
expenses of the student, such as fication of the amount claimed. Brown winning.
entertainment,
dry
cleaning
Mr. Gray pointed out that the
COMING IN FALL
laundry. etc. will depend on new law authorizing this refund
the student's personal habits.
Trhe Steamer Avalon, 1370provides a pcnaly equal to
twice the amount of an exces- passenger western inland watersive claiam. with a minimum ways excursion steamer has
itinerary including visitation of
$10 provided.
• NEW HOPE NEWS penalty ofWm.
this area with schedule providM. Gray
Mrs. Elmer Walston •
ing rides out of Paducah, Ky,
District Director
on October 10.
Mr and Mrs Carl Phillips
a member of the Indian dance
visited Mr and Mrs Jeff Har- Mayfield Scout
team.
rison last Tuesday.
Selected For
Boy Scouts from several forMr Rupert Kendall of Aleign countries will be sent to
bany, New York visited Mr and European Tour
Mrs. Riirwrt Latta Tuesday afJoe Morris Finkel, 17 - year the United States this summer
SEE
THE NEW MAGIC OF HOME HEATING
ternoon.
()Id son of Mr and Mrs. Joe Fin- as part of the exchange program
IT HERE
ALSO COLEMAN WATER HEATERS.
Mr. and Mrs. Karl Kimberlin kel, of Mayfield, has been seof Fulton visited Mr and Mrs. lected as one of the 42 Explorer
--:-Sold on Very Easy Terms—
Leroy Latta and son, Wayne Scouts in the United States to
visit Europe this summer in a
Sunday afternoon.
Mr and Mrs. Charles Uhlir good - will exchange program;
and children, David, Charles Jr.,
The group will sail from New
303 Walnut Street
and Charlean. returned to their York on July 1, returning Aug.
Telepliune 185
home in Rockford Ill. Sunday 16th. The Explorer Scouts will
after visitiraz his parents, Mr. visit Germany, and participate
Mrs. Elmer Walston, several in Jamborees in Switzerland
and Scotland.
days last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Latta and
Young Finkel is one of the 12
son, Danny, were gunday din- boys chosen from Region 4, comner guests in the home of Mr. prising KentuckY.
Ohio and
and Mrs. Jim Ashley.
West Virginia.
...••••••••••
Mrs. Otis Farmer has returned
He is an Eagle Scout and
.to her. home Friday night after a also holds the Ner Tamid reSOY BEANS: Early maturing for late planting
weeks
visit
with
relatives
and ligious award. Joe Morris is
Black Wilson & Virginia Brown, for hay
friends in St. Louis, Mo.
active in Explorer Post 36, and
Wabash and Black Wilson for combining
Mrs.Ila Randell of Bardwell, junior assistant Scoutmaster of
Ky. visited in our home Sunday. Boy Scout Troop 36. He is also
GET OUR SPECIAL PRICES!
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Veteran's Louisville Set-up
Will Handle All Claims,Etc.
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Super Performance

WONDERFUL WEEKLY AWARDS
FOR YOUR VALUED PATRONAGE .

GAS FLOOR FURNACE

SPRAYERS — SPRAYS — SPRAY MATERIALS
For weeds, brush, tobacco, roses, flowers
For killing bugs, worms and all pests
TRICO tractor sprayers and materials

In The Right Colors

"Worm-Floor" Comfort
In 4 to 6 Rooms

Also BROADBENT, STULLS', FUNKS "G" CORN
•••••••.'

UP AND FIX UP TIME

You haven't SSIO What a gas
Goof-furnace NO do, until yes

...
Fully Re-

arkle Like
Spots and

and time for that good HANNA'S Paint -- the
best yet. Complete stock house paint, farm paint;
interior or exterior.
SEE US BEFORE YOU BUY
OUR CASH PRICES ARE HOT !

Dee the neer Nieman BUM
PIRTORMANCIIINew parer,
new fuel-eaving feature& Ind
— an amazingly ley Deka
Visit us today!

"IT PAYS" TO SHOP AT

Up To 3 Years To Pays Torus
As Easy As $1.23 Per Wee&

ated

11C„

%thou, Ky.

Telephoned Home
The Right Phones ...In The Right Places...

FUNK'S DROUGHT RESISTANT CORN

ITS PAINT

in a Well-

SPEAS
Puke Op*,Oft.
VINEGAR
WORLD'S LARGEST SEllItsiG VINEGAR

TangY I Mellow/
Full-Bcdied!
Golden-Pichl
AT STORES
EVERYWHERE

GRAHAM
FURNITURE CO
Walnut St

Phase 18

What teenager wouldn't love her very own phone!
In color, too, to blend or contrast with her pretty
room.•
Matter of fact, the whole family lives better
with telephones in rooms where they live, work.
play and sleep. Phones with dials that light up in
the dark . . . spring cords . . even a volumecontrol phone Grandpop can turn up or down like
a radio.
For suggestions to make yours a well-telephoned
home—at moderate cost—call our Business Office.
Or better still, come by and see our colorful
display.
'And her own separate listing,in the

directory.

too.

Southern Bell Telephone
AND NifGRAPH COMPANY
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THEATRE:
FULTON-UNION CITY MWAY
SATURDAY ONLY
(Triple Program)
alpE CLEAR OF DIABLO
with Audie Murphy
BENGHAZI
with Richard Conte
SECURITY RISK
with John Ireland
SUNDAY - MONDAY
ARTISTS AND MODELS
with Martin and Lewis
AIR STRIKE
with Richard Downing •
TUESDAY - WEDNESDAY
SEVEN crriEs OF GOLD
with Anthony Quinn
SILENT RAIDERS
with Richard Bartlett
THURSDAY - FRIDAY
THE VANISHING PRAIRIE
A Walt Disney Masterpiece
MONSTER FROM
OCEAN FLOOR
with Stuart Wade

Mrs. Bertha McLeod, home demonstration agent admires
the lovely draperies Mrs. Sam Holley made to enhance the
beauty of the comfortable addition to her home. Left to right are:
Mrs. McLeod, Mrs. Parnell Garriean ulna was a member of
the first Far-a-Home Development group and Mrs. Holley.

' Christmas. Mrs W. B. Sowell
Cayce Homemakers
(Continued from Pare 11
acts as auctioneer (and a very
ments at their farm. Each family good one). The articles are
has derived much good through made and donated by the club
this program with their im- members. Many of the - articles
mediate and long-trainee plans,. are results of our crafts, clothalong with the help of .the Ex- ing and foods lessons. This projtension departm6nt. Many im- ect has proved very successful
provements have been made on ,as a means of raising funds and
THURS.-FRI.-SATURDAY
the farms, in the homes and the has provided many hours of
yards also better practices_ have good fun and recreation.
been put into use.
The officers of the club are as
This year-Mrs. Henry Weber follows: President — Mrs. Roy
i has been the reading chairman Cruce; Vice Pres. — Mrs Lyle
I of the club and has done an ex- Shuck: and sec. and Treas. -ceptionally good job..The read- Mrs. Parnell Garrigan. The Feding material has been given in eration Officers are: Reading -an interesting way, which has Mrs. Henry Weber; Publicity —
inspired the members to do Mrs. Garrigan; Citizenship —
more good reading. Mrs. Weber Mrs. J. W. McGaugh and Mrs.
has qualified for a Master Read- Joe Campbell. The project leader _,in the county, and Mrs_J__
-are-- Home Management—
McGaugh only lacks two books Mrs W. J. Mayes and Mrs. W. B.
exto qualify, which she surely
Sowell; Landscaping — Mrs. J.
pects to do. At the May club P. Wilson and Mrs. Sowell;
meeting Mrs. Weber gave an ex- •Crafts—Miss Alice Sowell and
cellent book review on "Home to Mrs. Forrest McMurry; RecreTennessee" by Alfred Leland ation—Mrs.
well and Mrs. McCrabb. This review was the cli- Gaugh; Clothing — Mrs. Roy
wonderful
year
in
the
max to a
Lacey; Foods — Mrs. Daisy
reading program.
Bondurant; Home Furnishings—
An annual auction was held Mrs. Samuel Holly. Other club
at the November club meeting. members are: Mrs. A.' C. CampwttaI
It is called a "Christmas Auc- bell, Mrs Guy Johnson. Mrs. J.
cam"...
tion"
as many items are bought B. McGehee, and Mrs. T. H. Mc63.
to use as Christmas gifts. Also Murry, Mrs. Neil Scearce, Mrs.
•"'"r3
many cakes, cookies, etc. are W. C. Sowell and Mrs. Helen
bought here and frozen to use at Bugg.

ORPHEIN

Winwn Hornhinv
_
(Coullianso from rage Oa',
at Symsonia but the new school
building was lucky. Eighteen
sticks of dynamite had been
placed against steel rafters in
the building but failed to go off.
Some officials said that they
doubted if the battery attached
was strong enough to explode
the charge.
The general contractors for
both projects • are D. R. Selley
company of Nashville.
In addition a six-room frame
building at Farmington, owned
by the Graves county board of
education, was burned to the
ground and thc bell at Mayfield
High School was splashed with
red paint. The building was unoccupied at the time.
A suit was filed by the PaducahBuilding and Construction
trades council AFL-CIO and Ft.
M.. Wilcox, a power equipment
operator, in Gyaves circuit court
on Feb. 28 which charged the
contractors witia failing to pay
prevailing wage( rates in violation of Kentucky law. There had
been union pickets at both projects but they disappeared some
five weeks ago.
Businessmen in the area have
uiged that the F.B.I. be called
in on the case.

Soil Peek
(Continued from Page 1) ,
the non-compliance rate of support on corn which is $1..25, national average County committees should advise farmers not
to make any adjustment in
planted crops in anticipation of
the soil bank until they have
i•ntered into an agreement with
the county committee and know
specifically what adjustment is
required. Information with respect to these agreements will
be sent to you at an early date.
"The Secretary today announced 1956 national a verage
acreage reserve rates which may

TRI-CITY
94 between Tri-City
and Lynnville
(Under new management)
Modern Concession stand

HiWay

THURSDAY -

IDAY

F

PHONE

i
ft"j

All types of insurance
S.1 \

FRIDAY & SATURDAY

'

PACKAGE DEAL

.
"A DAY OF FURY"

"Covering everything"

IN - 'Mt IINWOLOR
—STARRING—
DALE ROBERTSON

309 East Walnut St.
Entente. Ky.
Phone 408

,

Boy-Oh-Boy Look What's
Coming ! M 6 M'S

SATURDAY ONLY

"Kartoon

Karnival"

For All Kids From 5 to
50-All your Cartoon Pats

MITON DRIVE-IN
MOVIES
TILTON-MARTIN
HIWA V. 45 R.
THURS -Flt1 --June 14-15
DRVIKS ACROSS
RIVT.R
Lisa
Audie Murphy
--Piss-SRCILIT VENTURE
Jane Ilynoi
Kent Taylor
SATURDAY JUNE 16
WICHITA
Vera Mile
Joel McRee

ma

SUN - MON - TUES
- v•—••ar••••••••,.it .1. T.
,.
. A.,VIENTUlt..'
.....- JAM 19

STE WART
Dome DAY
iv; NO C bY•.OCK-11
TI
MAN WHO

wALPRCID

KNEW TOOr
MAU

YISI,
,,.. — '1111
it. o.,
ALSO - Current News &
Vista Vision Visits Japan

2 manes North of Fulton os

IDWAY

MIME*

12

with Randolph Scott
In Warnereolor

with Edw. G. Robinson
and Kathleen Hughes
— Plus —

The

DEWEY JOHNSON

II LTD N

—AND—

We wouki like to take this
means of expressing our sincere Stand at Apache River
appreciahon to each and everyStephen Nally -Julia Adams
one for the many acts of kindness shown during the recent
SUNDAY ONLY
illness and death of our mother
a n d grandmother, Mrs. Ida
Sloan. Especially our thanks to Four Guns to the Border
Dr.. Jones, Mrs McAlister of the Rory Calhoun - Walter Brennan
Rest Home to all who sent f6od, Colleen Miller George Nader
cards and flowers. May God's
In Technicolor
richest blessings be on each of
you.
TUESDAY - WEDNESDAY
Mr. and Mrs. A. Simpson -Illegal
and family.
Tune
With
Falw
Rohirc:on
to WFUL For Local News

Jangle

1

----111,
0
-1-..inimmii

The Bounty Hunter

The Glass Web

CARD OF THANKS

be earned by reducing acreage,
W
i elg
, ht
;
"Payment
will be determined
below farm allotments, for
'by
multiplying the applicable
below
ton, wheat, and rice, and
commodity rate by a yield fa(
the farm base acreage for corn.
tor. Method for determining the
Rate* for peanuts and tobacco yield factor will be sent y,,,
will be announced later. Naas soon as possible.
tional average rates announced
were: corn, 90 cents per
bushel; cotton, 15 cents per
This is the time to advertise
pound; wheat $1.20 per bushel; your Christmas goods Shopping
and rice $2.25 per hundred has already started
— —

US 51 at Hickman "If"

HMI's HALF ACRE
No \ Gates
—Plus-VILIAGT BARN DAN(t:
1 kir is Day
1) W ikon
- sUNDAY AND MONDAN'
ALL THAT HEAVEN ALLOWS
Rock Hod on
June Wyman
OUNG IN HEART
Frank Si( (
Loris Diii)

FULTON DRIVE - IN — TUES & WED

ONE TOUCH OF THE NEEDLE-A LIFETIME OF TORTURE!,
ITS NEW, ITS POWERFUL IT Putic No puNCH15

•

Friday — Saturday and Sunday

JUMP INTO HELL
Jack Sernas

Kurt Kasznar
PLUS

Ca lift

HELL ON FRISCO BAY

•

PURE MILK CO.

Alan Ladd

GRENADIER
— plus —
Chapter 10
TRADER TOM OF
CHINA SEAS
And Cartoon
Peekoolyar Siteheeayshun

Joann Dru

Wednesday and Thursday

DIAL "M"FOR MURDER

BLACK SWEET

CHERRY

Edw. G. Robinson

"11111.1•1

Ray Milland

Grace Kelly

Robt, Cummings

tt
li
ittO"AG
stars °-,tsSk
11Ne

ROCK BOTTOM DOLLAR SPECIALS

STARTS SUNDAY
For 4 Big Days
Jean Simmons
Gifted star of "The Robe,"
"Desiree," "Guys and Malls"
achieves new dramatic stature as — The Unforgettable
Portrait of An Unconvention Woman-

$4000 For Your Old Washer
On a new DeLuxe Speed Queen Wringer Type Washer - Your- Cost $119.95. Only Speed Queen Does So Many
Washing Jobs So Well.

Twenty-two and
divorced twice!
Will she be a
three-time
loser!

YOU'LL LIKE

I

(LOSE OUT LAWN FURNITURE
1-inch Aluminum Chairs
$695

THIS FLAVOR LEADER
20th Century Fox presents

Hilda Crane
ClfsinasAScoPes
I.•M by TICNOCCOto•
ro.••••••

ANS MADISON AUMONI
boot,. 1U1)1141 IVIV/11 • riflY11 yOJINN

HERBERT 13
to, tw knwn ond
P•odyyred by

,
W PHILIP DONNE

hAth the MIA by SAMSON LANA/ISOM

S I

G

—added-Gay Parisian and
Color Cartoon
Phoney News Flashes

•

Grenadier Black Sweet Cherry Ice Cream leads the
flavor parade! Be a leading hostess among your
friends by serving them the delightful goodness of
Grenadier Cherry. It's a flavor they'll remember!

$80.00 for your Old Washer on a Supreme Model Automatic Whirlpool - - YOUR COST $229.95
YOU CAN "TRADE WITH WADE AND SAVE"

When guests call, serve—Grenadier Black Sweet
Cherry,

PURE MILK (O.
Fulton, Ky.
now at your food store..

20': WINDOW FANS
2 SPEED
52695
3 SPEED
9295

Wade Furniture Co.
112 Lake Street
4

Phone 103

Fulton, Ky.

will in my memory as hard as
late . . . caused perhaps because last try she turned around and there was a cabin inspection.
I was on duty and because the said: "Jo, I haven't got time to that too I think was something I will try to remember that Lost
(Continued from page 1)
Week-end at Lake Lajoie
mates. I opened the door to the stove just wouldn't heat up save five minutes."
of a gag to me. I know for sure
I'm still trying tu figure that that I was asleep when Margashower-room and turned on the enough. Just as we would get
shower full blast. The spray one pan of eggs fried, Sook one out.
Homra and Sara Johnson told We have complete stocks of
For the rest of Saturday and ret
from same was surely to get on would pour another supply out
(well
it
that as a first year camper
looked
me
100-gallon
the
of
we
that
of
Sunday
the
portion
lights
Dorothy. I turned on the
and opened the door so the light that big) keg she toted on her were at camp I tried to figure I was to perform all duties aswas in one heck of myself out.
stood still, even signed to me by the upper-class
would shine in her eyes . . . I shouder. She
standing up, I went to sleep. I (experienced) campers. That's
turned on the faucets in the a hurry.
I suggested to Sook that we decided after .awhile that I had why I carried an aainload of for HOME and FARM
lavatory and let them run like
fry the eggs quicker if better give in to Morpheus and logs up to their cabin for nearly
soapcould
the
Machines
dropped
glihers ...I
a half-mile, without any protest
d , fact is a threw it on .the we waited for the grease to get turned in my ylittle trundle
questioning.
BENNETT ELECTRIC
floor ... . I slammed the door to hot. I made this suggestion sev- bed and slept most of the day.
This carnpmg utp story could
PHONE 201
FULTON
the medicine ;cabinet just any eral times to her arid she ignored I am sure that I was half asleep
says go ad infinitum and it probably
somebody
time
number of times . . . I went me just as many, but after my every
Into a faked sneezing spell . . .
I thought about singing Stormy
COME SEE ...
Weather just as the first streams
YOU'LL SAVE
of cold water hit by sagging
body.
AT A111.1
I'll tell you when I left that
cabin I felt like Simon Legree
and darned proud of it. But not
Is%
for long.
I made it to the mess hall for
3 4 3
12
my kitchen patrol at about five8 a
,0
10 jj
o'clock, a.m. There I found
Lawrence Yates and Thomas
11;21:211P
828
725
214
23
2
27.
Extim, who even after sleeping
0 28 30
to
froze
nearly
clothes
their
in
death during the night and went
to the mess hall to make a big
pot orcoffee to drink while they
chipped the ice cubes from their
clothing. Mildred Anderson was
also on duty with me and she
arrived a little before I did.
We braced ourselves to prepare
a regimental breakfast and I
want you to know that I haven't
looked a chicken or a hog in
the face since then. I have
neither the desire nor the ability
to.eat a strip of bacon or an egg
without having visions of the
cruelty caused in the barn-yard
by such a human participation.
assisted in frying 22 pounds
of bacon, nearly 440 strips:
helped crack 28 dozen eggs and
OVEN READY —41.10 U. AVG.
ALL WHITE MEAT — OVEN READY
scrambling same; watched while
Lawrence and Thomas toasted
enough bread to feed all the
starving people in the world
and stood before a hot stove so
long that I feel well prepared
ALL GOOD
69 walk right up to the devil and
LB
air
the
got
say, "Bud, have you
PKG
LB
;2;1EitcRiI:H Bacon
conditioning on?"
On that kitchen patrol I heard
SUPER RIGHT BEEF
a remark made by Book Collurn
lal 5 RIBS
7 CUT
LI. 591
that still keeps me awake at
SUPER RIGHT
RIGHT
SUPER
goes
It
decipher.
to
night trying
JCLL MEAT
FRESH
La.
like this:
FOR
FINE
The folks were already seated
'-'74 11thcausii ni•af represents about 25% of Ls.
in the dining-worn squirming
V,
V9Vr nava eValpirr, It's important to knew'
Super Right /WHOLE OR
am
for a good breakfast. Nelson
)
Ls.491
BUTT PORT. LB. 59°
S Telly Cooked
"Super-Right" Q141l47IirsM.bit'
Tripp said it was to be at seven
WHOLE OR SLICED
SUPER
standard of top moat valua..—
am. Ile didn't mean 7:10 or 7:15,
LB AVG.
4 TO
RIGHT
"Super-Right" assures you that whatever
he meant seven, sharp. Book,
OVEN READY
you choose at AaP is Quality Right . .
good ole, efficient Sook, was harLS.
3 I'LES UP
Controlled Right ... Prepared Ribht... Soldi
boring a nervous fit or two benipe
LS.
Right and Priced Right,
cause we were a few minutes
7
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deteifIlllit.41
e applicabl,
a yield fa( ermining the
be sent you

SUNDAY IS FATHER'S DAY
treat Dad to a

to advertise
ods Shopping

DAYTON V-BELTS

If I

SUMMERLESS SUMMER

Of

IINSON

• C-o-o-1 Sport Shirts
• C-o-o-1 Dress Shirts

nsuranoe

* Smart new straw hats

DEAL

• Swim Trunks

rythlne

Phone tos

rtlIll•

14-15
an'ER

&Mow

'Stretch Sox

nut St.

Summer pajamas

RICE'S
Mens' Wear

MORE LOW PRICES ON MORE ITEMS . . . MORE DAYS OF THE WEEK . . . AT ?AP!

MAIN ST.• FULTON, KY.

Vera M.

✓ ACRE
Nancy Gat.N DANCE
Doris Day
MONDAY
IN ALLOWS
Rock Hudson

HE- ART
Frank
WED

Frying Chickens!Lir

Nationally - Advertised
Sacony

BATHING SUITS

Broiler Turkeys.,49c
39c
79C
2Sli
ced Bacon
Sliced
_
Rock Cornish Hens 16OZ.89C

$1295 and up
Nationally - advertised
c-o-o-1

SUMMER DRESSES

Rib Roast or Steaks
350
Ground Beef
COOLING
99$
Bog !..ube Steaks_
SRAM!
PORT.
H
LB 35°
Smoked Picnics
490
Roasting Chickens
3 CJUIll
Spiced Luncheon Meat

Voiles. Dimities, Bembergs
$395, $595 and up

CLARICE SHOP
FULTON

300 MAIN STREET

RED RIPE CANNON BALL

Gifts for an EXPECTANT FATHER

Watermelons

SUNDAY, JUNE 17 IS FATHER'S DAY
C-o-o-1 Summer Suits. by Merit and Sewell

Lemons

Rayon and Dacron

• 2-Pant Ensembles
$3195
(plus

IS
amp

•••

any

$8.05 for

OTHER SUITS

$3195 to 4500

2

(REC.

700) EA, 49C

2-in. LAYER
1
a/
DECORATED
Father's Day Cake
Peach Streusel Pie REGULARLY
White Bread
Coffee Cake
Potato Chips

a

BEAUTIFULLY

JANE PARKER

JANE PARKER
DATE TILLED

REG.
Me

..

JANE PARKER
NEW TWIN PACK

Preserves

HUBBARD SUMMER SLACKS $595 i0$1195

ANN PAGE
PEACH PINEAPPLE-APRICOT

Brooms
Dog Food DAILY
Cat Food
Ajax Cleanser
Hy Power Tamales
lona Peaches
Sunnyfield Flour
CLEAN SWEEP

Wool tropicals, 100% Dacron washable, Dacron and
Rayon, Orlon and nylon wash-and-wear. Sizes 28-44;
regular pleats and short.

10
6

C.

JUMBO

295

Other

SPORT SHIRTS
Short sleeves; plain and
fancy patterns; Sizes S-m -1extra large.
$295 to $395

luto-

smart "Name"
ideas for Pop:

Manhattan

.
'Bermuda walking shorts
by Revere

'Ties

DRESS SHIRTS

"Swimwear

Whites and colors; lightweight batiste.

'Underwear

$295

to $395

by Paris
by Swank

Belts
*Jewelry

"Hosiery
"

gift

by Metcalf
by Gantner
by

Wilson

•"Jiffy" suit covers

Carter-Butterworth Clothing Co.
MAIN STREET•FULTON, KY.

Blue Cheer

790
850

1S-OZ.

590

CANS

CAN n90
-LE
25BAG $163

2B
LG.
PKG.
LG.
PKG.

324

GIANT
PKG.

78'

31°

GIANT
PKG.

754

75'
Crisco Shortening Uri 37° 3 Rif 991

Rinso Blue

33c ')
Halves 65c A

EA

Tomatoes
Apples ALL""=,,,

3 um. .591

LG.
PEG.

31°

GIANT
PKG.

Big Top Navy Beans _2 DLL 25°
LG. —124 GIANT
PKG. 78'
V
Breeze Detergent PEG.
Wisk Ut!uid r`^tertient ___ ita 371

Popular
Brand
Reg. Size

Cigarettes

CTN, 5214

KING SIZE FILTERS, Viceroy, Old Gold etc

Cigars

Ctn $2.34

5-PACK

ROI-TAN
LA FENDR:
WHITE OWL

43c

CTN,

16-0Z
CAN

Cut Beets tom,
Jiffy Biscuit Mix

(
10

29.

400Z
PKG

A&P's OWN

Sail DetergentG;,A,r3 4979(
DROMEDARY
IDEAL PACK

WHITk
DEVILS FOOD
YELLOW

Cake Mixes
Allsweet Oleomargarine
Potato Sticks
Insect Bombs
°rungs Juice

PEGS
LIS.

PIK NIK
SHOESTRING

21,2-01.
CAN

BRIGHT SAIL
AEROSOL

12-0Z.

ASP

46 OZ
CAN

'19$
Oc
49(
29‘

June Is Dairy Month

27°

by Esquire

by Neely

on, Ky.

Oxydol

EACH

111-0Z.

1
82
Camay Soap .
WITH
BLEACH

49°

211-0Z. pi9(
CAN A

-

SELF

Manhattan and Bud Berman

JAR

(
Ai 14-0Z. A9
at CANS it

SLICED

(Alterations included)

• 291
-LE.
IROE
690

CARS

DAILY

MER SLACKS ONLY $A95; 2 Pairs $935

EA. 291
491
490

L 17°
I
tO
"

JANE PARKER

' Bleached or natural colors
* Regular asd long ovals
( If you don't know Pop's size give
him a Dobbs Gift Certificate)

Quarters

FOR FATHER'S DAY

Jelly Roll

CLOSEOUT! 100 PR. FIRST QUALITY SUM695

250
LE. 291

To'

IANE PARKER GIANT

"DAD is Expecting"
DOBBS PANAMA HAT
$500 to $750

Average

30-lb.

GOLDEN
RIPE

ARIZONA
44-44 SIZE

extra pants)

C'ELL',4,50-

--THT
Skinless Wieners `u.T.r,...
BY THE '. LE. 391
Bologna
(

Doz 29` Bananas
BRANDTUBE 294

432 SIZE
CALIFORNIA

Grapefruit
Peaches rarsa

Sizes 35-44
• 50
- wool, 50% Dacron
(
'
'
(
'Regular, Shorts, Longs, Stouts

er

ftft

TRAY PACK

CUT UP

NT- I'RE
Jane llvt
JUNE 16

rA

ros of MORE!

TWA;;.;Le sin

C-o-o-1 Summer slacks

CRESTMONT

Ice Cream
(SHERBERT

GAL.
CTN.

2

E 3c

1 ; 4.31 59(')

Domestic Swiss Cheese
Mild Cheddar Cheese
Sunnyfield Butter

59
45c
71'

LR
I

OUR FINEST
QUALITY

SHARP

Cheddar Cheese

LB.

59'

All Prices In This Ad Effective Through Saturday

Joric

AMISICAS 1,0112MOIR MOO MAAR .SINCt so

"7

,
L.10

*.A,..... •

•-

If

TOBACCOMEN TOUR
EUROPE TO LEARN
FOREIGN WANTS

Rasa*. amok tol Jane 11-16, /936

Wool Growers Urged

THIS WEEK

To Keep

Sales Data

wool and lambs sold with
Sales documents ale required shorn
on at the beginning of
wool
its support of applications filed the
1955 marketing year. The
the
unby producers for payments
legislation provides for payder the wool program, according ments to producers to bring the
to M. 0. Champion, Chairmark.of national average return for wool
the Fulton County Agricultural up to the incentive price level.
Stabilization and Conservation
ive price
Thy annoutaced incent
Committee.
level for Wool sold In the 1956
Mr. Champicin reminds wool marketing year, starting Am 11 1,
producers that the best time to '956. is 62 cents a pound. the
obtain adequate sales documents same as the level for the 1955
is at the time shorn wool or un- marketing year.
shorn lambs are sold.
Sales documents must show:
We are a bit tired of the for(1) The name and address of the
who regularproducer; (2) date of sale; (31 eign correspondent
- nine. cents
net weight of Wool sold or, in ly sends back forty
every Russian
of
ations
the
explan
lambs,
n
unshor
of
case
the
of . foreiapa
number and liveweight of the move in the field
recurJ..
those
lly
especia
policy
the
(4)
sold;
unshorn lambs
the timname, address, and signature of rent stories explaining
gambit.
the buyer: and (5) in the ease ing of every Kremlin
of shorn wool, the net amount
paid the producer where the sale
was at his form, ranch, or local
shipping point, or the marketing
deductions and net sides proceeds where the wool is sold on
consignment throughout a pool
cooperative or other marketing
R
agency.
PITT SBU
i n c onvenience
Considerable
was encountered by producers
who did not obtain proper sales
documents for their sales in the
1955 marketing year. Many applications consequently had to
be returned for additional in -

"Is the Universe, Including
Man, Evolved by Atomic Force?"
is the subject of the Lesson-Sermon services Sunday.
Dark-Fired Reps
Man's God-given dominion
S E. Holly, County Office
Now that Conal aws and limitagress has passed a
Manager for Fulton County over materi
readems
t
in
Probl
forth
Expor
set
be
will
county
tions
new farm taw the
ASC, announced that the
bit question In
the Kig James Version
Three representatives of dafk
has just received the penalty ings from
With JIM PRYOR
Washington is the of the Bible and from "Science tobacco associations, two from
' rate for excess wheat for
Control thilleteal
What does it mean?
Key to the Kentucky and one from Tenneswith
Aericolterol Agent, 111.eots
penHealth
of
and
rate
This
year.
1956 crop
Political candidates and farmers
Mary Baker see. will leave New York on
by
is
ures"
which
Script
bushel
per
alty is $1.07
are asking that.
Still Time To Seed Sudan
June 10 by plane for a visit to
Political observers are convinced
based on 450,0 of the parity price Eddy.
be
to
the
for
the
ons
1956
ies
out
g
selecti
1st,
countr
that neither party gained any connine European
Among the
Since we are startin
of wheat as of May
age out of the long
read from Science and Health purpose of studying the problems month of June with compara- siderable advant
which was $2.39.
debate Democrats. they say,
is the folowing (307:26): "Man manufacturers abroad are en- tively little moisture, it would be farm
fumbled their opportunity to lead
was not created from a material countering in connection with a good idea to do some serious a farm belt revolt.
ma
obey
or
dark
.S
to
ary
U.
of
temper
bidde
ation
nor
about
ng
import
the
basis,
thinki
They give President Eisenhower
credit for having out-n.aneuvered
terial laws which Spirit never tobacco.
supplemented summer pasture
big his opposition by a quick retreat
made; is province is in spiritHolitses Ellis, general manager Sudan is the answer to that
low price supports for this
ITS HERE
ual statutes, in the higher law of the Western Dark Fired To- question. We have seen many from only
Farm problems will beyear
The Sensational New Invention
results
nding
outsta
get
Mind."
s
of
farmer
tion
from
s'
associa
a political campaign
bacco Grower
of
leas
come
Truss
"MD"
land's
Suther
Text is from Murray, Ky., Clarence Maloney, with this pasture. I recently read issue than had been expected genGolden
The
—
Straps
No
No Belts —
Psalms (95:3,4): "The Lord is a president of the Steaming Dis- an Illinois experiment where erally.
' No Odors
About the only thing nett for
great God, and a great King trict Tobacco association from Peiper Sudan yielded 5-18 inch
s in the law is the Soil
Approved by Doctors — The above all gods. In his hand are
cuttings . . this was not past- farmer And that is intended more
A.
R.
and
HamKy.,
son,
Hender
Bank
World's Most Comfortable
but cut at 18 inches and as a payment to farmers to reduce
the deep places of the earth: the mack, general manager of the tured
Truss
strength of the hils is his also." Eastern Dark Fired Tobacco allowed to grow back to Pt in- production still further than anything else About the only differGrowers' association of Spring- ches again.
CITY DRUG CO.
I
who choose
farmer ence Is that farmers of
the
will
a
trip.
make
to
Tenn.,
field,
g
talkin
was
I
n
Fulto
their in408 Lake St.
to do so can get some
Places scheduled to visit are only yesterday who said that he come directly from the government
London and Liverpool, England; liked sudan but he just never rather than through growing
Dublin, Ireland; Paris, France; got but very little grazing out crops,
The Soli Bank is in two parts.
Brussels, Belgium: Rotterdam, of the good stands he had been
acres out of cotthe Netherlands; Bremen, Ger- getting He went on to say that For taking some
corn. rice, tobacco,
wheat,
ton.
many; Switzerland; Rome, Italy. after the first grazing the stands barley, oats or grain sorghums and
and Madrid, Spain.
seem to thin out and die. This allowing it to lie idle, the governwas about to turn him against ment will make payments out of
year fund prothe sudan seeding program, and the $1.2 billion a law
That's the
in the
you could well see why. I ask vided forreserve program.
acreage
was
him just how tall the sudan
when he first turned in to graze.
-The payment rate, generally, will
than half,
Well he though it was a good 8 be half, or a tittle more
gross Income off of
e
averag
the
two
take
or
give
high,
inches
same acres In the past 5 years
inches. There you are folks, his the
Insurance and Real Estate
part of the Bank is operative
That
m
proble
answere to the sudan
only through 1359
For Best Service in Fire
Bank
The second half of the
is solved. .You cannot turn on
high. plan is called -. conservation reinches
utomobile Insurancr
18
is
and—A
FULTON PAINT &
it
before
sudan
From the earliest days of this
Farmertillin take a portion serve.
true,
this
s-is
reason
two
GLASS CO.
coluran I have often said tender For
land, in addition to the
is a very shallow of their
tion
Fulton
words about the old family nag First, sudan
acreage reserve, out Of cultiva
Street
h
Churc
you
so
macyoung,
and put it into conservation
and horses generally, because rooted crop when
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Thursday June 14, 1956

"Oh Perfect Love" — Barnby,
my Allen of New Orleans.
"Alba" — Nevin, "Melodic' —
will be a junior at the UniversiFor
the
occasion, Miss ty of Kentucky next year
Tschaikowsky and "Arioso" Schwerdt was attractive in a
Bash. Just before the ceremony
summer model of black and
Mrs. Margarette Sundwick, vioDon Wright of Bainbridge
white cotton, fashioned along Maryland will plane in to Palinist, played "Un Bel Di" from
princess
lines.
She
wore black ducah Friday night for a visit
Madame Butterfly—Puccini and
accessories, and a red carnation with his parents, Mary Nelle
the "Adagio" movement from
corsage, which was a gift from and Hendon Wright at their
the Beethoven "Moonlight sonher hostess. Mrs. Voegeli, also, home on West State Line Road.
The News writes social happenings about you
ata." The traditional wedding
and
presented the honoree with a Don had a four-day leave
marches from Wagner and Menyour friends (Listen To Airways Diary: Thursday,
from
gift of China in her chosen pat- the Naval Academy Prep School
delssohn were used and the Mac9:45 A. M., Over WFUL)
tern.
Dowell 'To A Wild Rose" was
—before entering Annapolis, the
played softly during the cere24th of the month . . . (Hapmony.
Your Diarist's typewriter has great competition these The nicest thing that we know piest ones, the Wrights!) And
days—because directly across the room from us we have IS the WONDERFUL mother it's a busy week for your DiarThe lovely young bride was
given in marriage by her father.
little visitor who trys to "drown out" the clack-clack daughter trip that Bob White ist as we will leave the old home
gave to his two ladies fair. As town in the wee hours of 4 bells
She wore an ethereally beautiof the key-board when we start typing. We find .our- you.
remember, Bob's Jane grad- on Tuesday morning, for Moreful . wedding gown of impprted
selves playtng a game with himbecause as tong as uated from the
University of head, Ky. where we will attend
embroidered Swiss organdy made
quiet—HE'S quiet—but as soon as the keyboard Kentucky cum laude and all of
we're
the wedding of Glenn and Vera
over taffeta. The elongated bostarts—so does HE. And he jumps around in his cage, us surely are proud of her — Lane's youngest d a ughte
r,
dice was closely fitted and the
scaUoped design of the mater- hops up his little ladder and looks into the mirror and and so her dad suggested this Patsy . . .
super-trip
as
a
combine
gradial formed a deep off-shoulder preens and admires himself more earnestly than a 16
uation and deserving mother
neckline which joined a shallow
And speaking of trips—let us
year ole lass.
trip So—Irene, the mother, and tell you about
tulle yoke. The short sleeves
the perfectly
Then he starts saying, "Pret- Orleans, La. was honored with Jane, the daughter left
for Memwere shirred. The voluminous ty bird, Penny! A purty bird! a gift-coke
party in the home of phis Sunday where they planed PERFECT summer some friends
gathered skirt with scalloped Terry! Hi, Penny! City Drug! Mrs. Leon
Hutchens Monday to Miami, then took the boat of ours are planning. These
edge was terrace length. Her City Drug! Kiss mama!" And morning
at 9.30. Hostesses were trip to NASSAU for a two friends are former Fultonians—
veil of misty illusion was should- WE understand EVERY word Mrs. Hutchens,
Mason and Kathryn Davidson
Mrs. Elmer weeks' stay. And we know they'll
er length and fell from a dainty the little fellow says. You must Shaw and Mrs.
Gordon Perry. enjoy every minute of their and daughter, Susan. The Davidbandeau of shirred illusion orn- have guessed by now that our
For the orcasion, the honoree stay. The Diarist will eagerly sons live in Chattanooga, you
amenIted with irridescent se- little visitor is a darling little was lovely in a
navy blue frock, await their return — as we hope know. Mason has been assigned
quins. She carried the heirloom (all shades of blue) parakeet.
trimmed in white lace. Her ac- to give you some choice tid-bits to set up a Health and Sanitation
program in New Delhi, India. He
wedding handerchief belonging
Little Penny belongs to the sessories were white, and she of their experiences
. ..
will fly from Chattanooga to
to the paternal grandmother of "Mac" McDaniel family a n d wore a corsage of
white baby
the groom. Her cascade bouquet we're keeping him while Ethel, mums, a gift from the
New York Sunday for a conferhostesses.
The Donald Cherry home on ence with the Indian Consul
was of gardenias and fleur Susan and Terry at visiting The hostesses also presented
Third Street is the scene of much there. After the conference, he
d'amour with minature English Ethers parents id' California. Miss Schwerdt a cup and
saulively "goings-on." In fact, it will board the plane for New
Ivy tied with satin ribbons. Her And we're wonderidg what we'll cer in her chosen
pattern of wouldn't be safe
to casually Delhi. (By way of the grapevine
flowers had been specially grown do—when he goes back home. China. The honoree
received stroll by because ARROWS
are we heard that our friend, Mason,
for the bride by her father.
Frankly—we have always been many nice gifts.
darting here and there — ab- has been hopping here and
Mrs. James. Collins Hancock, a little skeptical as to a paraMrs. John Schwerdt won the
solutely under NO control — there taking every kind of shots
Jr. wa s her sister-in-law's keet's ability to actually TALK contest prize and p resented it
whatever. It's this way — Kay such as yellow fever—to cholmatron of honor. Mrs. William —and many of our friends STILL to the honoree.
Cherry and Jean Ann Hyland era.)
Robertson was bridesmaid. They are. But we are convinced now
The house was attractively
And the grand thing about it
wore terrace length frockes of. —parakeets CAN TALK — and decorated in summer flowers, have been selected as counselors
for Mac-Do Lodge on Lake Dele- is that Kathryn
white embroidered organdy over they know EVERYTHING you. and the refreshments table was
and Susan will
van,
Wisconsin.
leave the States the middle of
'draped in a crocheted cloth over
Dresden blue taffeta. Bands of SAY to them .
Mac-Do Lodge is a private August for a European tour.
But we'd better skip along green, with a bride doll as the
the scalloped organdy formed a
deep V neckline in both the now and forget Penny — and center-piece. Delicious lopen- camp for girls at this Wisconsin Mason will join his family the
Mrs Wendell Norman
hack and the front. The bouf- tell you some of the things that faced sandwiched, potato chips resort. There is a counselor for fifteenth of September in Geeach two girls attending the neva, Switzerland where they
ifies Louise Hancock Becomes Bride of H'endell fant skirts were scallope. They have happened here and there and Coca-Colas were served.
since
last
The
week
.
.latticed
.
.
guest
blue
velvet
wore
banlist
included 42 camp. T h e counselors teach will visit friends who were formSmith .Vorman Friday At First Methodist ('hurch
camp-craft and other activities er neighbors of theirs on Sigfriends of the honoree.
deaus. Their crescent shaped
such as archery, tennis, etc. Kay nal Mt. in Chattanooga.
(By Agatha Voelpel)
The altar and choi) rail were bouquets were of deep red roses
Mr. and Mrs. A. R. Wiley of
The Davidsons will take the
In a Dresden-like setting of banked with -graceful arrang- with blue velvet adiantum leaves Daytona Beach, Florida are vizJoy Kirkpatrick of Clarksdale, has tentatively been selected to
teach ARCHERY — so — she has boat trip back and they expect
blue and white Miss Katherine reents or palms. Large brass al- and matching satin ribbons.
iting Polly and Noble Morse . ... Miss. gave a surprise
dessert been "brushing up" on
her to arrive in the States around
Louise Hancock, daughter of tar vases held sunburst arrangeTiny Beverly Hancock, niece Dottie (Mrs. "Happy") Edwards party and miscellaneous show- knowledge in
the Cherry yard the first of October. Bon Voy-Dr--and Mrs. James -Coifing ments.of palms, specimen white of the hi-id . was an enchantg -of- Miami. Florid-a- arrived -in--er-lor Betty 'Schur-ern-P6-May
this week. Donald Mac Speight age, Mason, Kathryn and Susan!
Hancock, became the bride Of gladioli and blue majestic dais- flower girl in her floor length Fulton Tuesday night 'to visit 26th. The lovely party was
given
Wendell Smith Norman, son of ies with bows of blue tulle and frock of white embroidered or- with friends and relatives . . -. at the College Tea Room near has spent hours of giving Kay
Montez Baird and Mary Nelle
Mrs. H. C Hooker and the late silver and blue satin ribbons. gandy over blue taffeta and Attorney R. H. Ferguson of New the campus of Mississippi State instructions in this William Tell
Raymond Norman on Friday af- Similar clusters of the flowers with a blue sash. A lace trimmed Orleans arid
is mother, Mrs. College for Women in Columbus, game and that is why we advise Wright entertained with a mornternoon. the eighth of June. were placed at either side of the double ruffle outlined the neck- Frank Hendrix of Dexter, Mo., Miss. The guest list included pedestrians to pass the Cherry ingg party Friday honoring Cishome—with extreme CAUTION. sy Collings of Louisville, bridewneteen hundred and fifty six. Prie-Dieu. A tall gold cross and line She carried a small nose- spent the weekend with Mrs. about 30 friends of Betty's.
But, seriously, we know it elect of Read Holland. Thirty
The lovely cere mon y was single cathedral candles burned gay of white button crysan- Mable Huff at her home on Jefwill be a great experience for friends were included on the
solemnized in the sanctuary of on the altar.
ferson
street
.
.
.
themums and baby's breath tied
Mrs. V. J. Voegeli entertained the two girls and we
do wish guest list. The morning was
the First Methodist Church with
As the guests assembled Mrs. with blue sain ribbons. Harold
with a bridge party Friday eve- them luck. They will leave
June spent informally.
the Reverend Oakley Woodside, Clarence L Maddox, organist T Nermon was his ;neptiew's
The Thursday Bridge Club ning at her home
on West Street. 23 and will return to Fulton
pastor of the Cumberland Pres- presented a program of nuptial best man; the ushers were James met with Maxie Gossum last The lovely
affair was given in August 23. Jean Ann is a stubyterian Ch urch officiating music including a Chopin "Noc- (7ollins Hancock, Jr., brother of week at her home on Third honor of
Jackie Edwards,-a student at
Miss Betty Sue dent at St. Mary of the Woods
using the double ring service.
Memphis State has been named
turne," -The Rosary"—Nevin„ the bride, Bobby Lowe and Street
Schwerdt, bride-elect of Tom- at Terre Haute, Ind.
and Kay
(Continued on page eight)
Judy Brady won the high
score prize, and Nelle Graham
won the bridge-bingo. Following the games, the hostess served
strawberry shortcake to h e r
guests.
Sunday, June 17th
Those present were Martha
Roberts, Polly Morse Judy
Brady. Nelle Graham, Gladys
Simon, Sara
Jennie
F'owlkes and Myrtle B McCollu m.
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FATHER'S DAY

Betty Schwerdt, bride-elect
of Thomas T Allen, Jr. o' New

HAG GAR
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FLITEVVE IGHT
SLACKS
55'

Dacron

45(/u Rayon

•
with the look oflinen
...tailored by America's
No. 1 trouser maker
Here are slacks that wash
easily, drip dry and are ready to wear
with little or no ironing. Made
of 55'; Dacron and 45% Rayon,
these comfortable, lightweight
Haggai. Slacks keep you looking
fresh and neat — even in hot, humid
weather. In all the popular
summer shades.

6". 195
VAN HEUSEN
Shirts and Sportswear

Felton, Ky
•

Tommy Nall.
For her daughter's wedding
Mrs. Hancock wore an afternoon
frock of powder blue lace designed along sheath lines and
featuring a deep portrait necklirse. Her pillbox hat was on
matching silk shantung encircled with tailored bows of the
material Her accessories were
blue and she wore a corsage of
gardenias.
The groom's mother chose a
sheath line dress of flesh pink
linen with a deep lace yoke
studded with pearls and rhinestones. Her tiny straw sailor
was twined with satin coils and
had a dainty quill. Her accessories were champagne and she
also wore a gardenia corsage
Following the ceremony Dr.
and Mrs. Hancock entertained
with a reception in the dining
room of the church. A profusion
of palms, white gladiola, and
blue daisies were used throughout the reception room.
The bride's table was draped
in a net and satin ruffled cloth
over blue.
A crystal epergne held blue
daisies, gladiola and
baby's
breath. At either side were
branched silver candelabra holding tall white tapers. The tiered
wedding cake was topped with a
crystal vase holding a tiny bouquet of white crysanthemums
and baby's breath.
Assisting in receiving and
serving the guests were Miss
Louise Galloway, aunt of the
bride, Mrs. David Willingham,
aunt of the groom, Mrs. J. A.
Poe, Miss Mary F. Martin, Miss
Elizabeth Walker, Miss Sue
Horner, Miss Joan Mac Dougal,
and Miss Alice Cunningham.
Late in the afternoon Mr. and
Mrs. Norman left for a short
wedding trip after which they
will live in Wayne. Indiana
where Mr. Norman holds a gradtiate fellowship at Purdue University.
For traveling Mrs. Norman wore
with matching full length coat.
Bands of Irish lace trimmed the
ensemble. .Her large hat Okras
green and her accessories were
shrimp. She wore a gardenia
corsage frdm her bridal bouquet.

Buy now while
selections are complete and
• prices As Low As $3.50 WK.
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HOTPOINT UNIT • Big capacity for
complete home cooling! Mounts flush
with indoor sill. Ideal for offices, pieces
of business. Meets every
cooling need.

For Narrow Windows
...HOTPOINT COMPACT UNITS • Installs
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kind or shape window.
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placem.ent. Both Vs
"plug-in" and Vs hp.
sizes.
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•
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Bennett Electric & Furniture Co.

Mason Bldg

Phone 201

Fulton, Ky

* DIARY
(Continued from Page 7)
counselor for the Bear Creek
Girl Scout Camp this summer
. Pat McKenzie (Mrs. Letoy) Hicks and baby, Gayle Ja&ice, of Millington are visiting
her parents. Mr. and Mrs. Bill
McKenzie . . . Mr. and Mrs.
Billie Joe Gardner and son of
Detroit, Michigan, Mr. and Mrs.
Rupert Gardner and Betty visited Mr. and Mrs. George Gardner on Route 1 last week . . .
Elva and Ernest Fall had an
enjoyable weekend. They left
Fulton Friday afternoon for
Letchfield, Illinois where they
visited -Dr. and Mrs. George Allen. Mrs. Allen and Elva were
torority sisters when they were
in school at the University of
Illinois. We know they must
have had much conversation
about their "school days." The
Falls returned to Fulton on Sunslay afternoon . . .

• How glad we were to see Carmen Pigue Depp a morning or
so ego. The Depps, Larry and
Carmen have been living in Dayton, Ohio while Larry was stationed at Wright-Patterson Air
Base. But Larry has completed
his tour of duty and they will
make their home in Owensboro,
Ky. As Carmen said, "How happy we'll be to have a real home
once more."
Sara and Dr. Ward Bushart
left Fulton Sunday night for
Chicago where they will attend
the American Medical Association and Auxiliary. They will
return on Wednesday . . . Shirley and Eddie Holt and little
daughter. Susan, of Tupelo, Miss.,
spent the weekend in Fulton with
their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Simon Holt and Mr. and Mrs.
Bernard Houston. Eddie left Fulton on Monday for Kalamazoo,
Michigan where he will attend
a two-weeks sales conference.
Shirley and Susan will stay in
Fulton 4ntil he returns. Fern
Snow of Memphis is spending a
few days in Fulton. Fern is staying in the home of Mrs. J. L.
Jones. Sr. on Ecldings Street . . .
Betty Lou Davis is home from .
Murray State for the summer.
She is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Davis . . .
Godfrey and Peggy Binford
were home for the weekend.
Godfrey is a student at Lambuth College in Jackson. Folks
out the Derby way were ever
so happy to have Peggy back
at the Hammond organ Sunday
night
Fredrica Gibson won the high
score prize, Shirley Easley, second high, and Betty Schwerdt,
bridge-bingo.
Mrs. Voegeli served a delicious
salad course to her guests
Those present
were
Miss
Schwerdt, the honoree, h e r
mother, Mrs. Ben Schwerdt, Miss
Mary Ann Hinkle, Miss Beverly
Burgess, Miss Fedrica Gibson,
Miss Shirley Easley, Miss Donna
Patterson, Miss Shirley Homra,
Miss Kay Cherry, Miss Glenda
Sue Brown, Miss Mary Ann Hill,
Miss Jean Hyland, Mrs. Bob
Vowell, Mrs. Freddie Mills and
Mrs Bill Hornra.
The home of Mr. and Mrs Edward Wilkins in Paducah was
most attractive with decorations
of summer flowers, when the
hosts honored Miss Betty
Schwerdt, their cousin, with a
luncheon on Sunday, June 3. A
large table, draped in a lace
cloth, was arranged for the 10
• invited guests.
Miss Schwerdt will be married
to Thomas T. Allen of New Orleans on Sunday, June 17
Miss Dorothy Toon, bride-elect
of Joe Duke Edwards of Bruceton, Tenn., was honored at a
lovely coffee Monday morning
at 10 o'clock in the home of Mrs.
on Third
McDade
Maxwell
Street. Hostesses for the occasion were Mrs. Gene Hatfield and
Mrs. Herbie Hunt of Fort Knox.
Mis.s Toon was presented a
piece of crystal in her chosen
pattern by Mrs. Hatfield and
Mrs. Hunt.
The out of town guests present were Miss Janine Edwards
of Bruceton, sister of the groomto-be, and Mrs. Larry Depp of
Owensboro.
Other guests were Mrs. Jerry
Jones, Mrs. Gene Poe, Mrs.
Charles Roe, M r s. Winfrey
Shepherd, Mrs. Clarice Thorpe,
Mrs. Doris Wiley, Mrs. Gilson
Latta, Mrs. Maxwell McDade,
Miss Nancy Wilson, Miss Mary
Martin, Mrs. Harry 11. Murphy,
Mrs. Frank Beadles, Mrs. Walter
Hill, Mrs. Boyd Alexander, Mrs.
Moore Joyner, Mrs. Ira Little,
and the honoree.
Tune to WFUL for local news
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As Jim Ferguson travels
around the nation with top
name artists of the gospel
music field, WFUL feels
fortunate -at—having -this-well-known gospel disc jockey on "Quartet Time"
from 12:35 to 3:00 each
day, Mon. thru Friday.
"Pappy" Jim, as he is
known, attends the gospel
song feats within miles, and
lends his "bass" voice to
any of the recording stars
in the event they need him.
He has sung and recorded
with such names as the
"Blackwood
Bros.," the
"Sunshine Boys" and others.
Jim is also a top salesman
around WFUL, and sells
his own show. Hundreds of
cards come to the Station
addressed to Jim each week.
Jim looks forward to each
morning's mail, also his
popular show of gospel hits.
Hear "Sat. All-Request Qt.
Time" each Sat., afternoon
12:35 to 3:00, when Jim,
Assisted by Dotty Boyd,
another gospel disc jockey
plays your favorite selections.

Dorthy Boyd needs no introduction to you as a popular radio personality in the
five State area. Dorothy is
one of those rare pepole
who was born to serve the
radio listening audience and
she is an expert hand at
doing nearly everything around a radio Station. Dorothy writes the sparkling
and informative radio commercials that sell your products on WFUL. She handles an afternoon disc show,
Dot's Disc Date, from four
until five p.m. each day.
She is woman's editor of
the station and her Woman's World program from
nine until ten each morning gives you the latest and
moat modern news in milady's world.
She can pinch-hit in any department and knows fullwell the likes and the moods
of today's radio audience.
She plans the programs,
logs -them, writes many of
them, and has a radio know
how as sensitive as a kilocyle.

Gene "P, ”dn• r" Gardner is
a local Fu''on By who
,ter c•sted in -Country Style Muse all his if..
Gene's "RFD 1270" show is
heard each lay, 10 to 11:45
am, Wu., h's early morning
chatter along with the records, From 5 to 7 AM.
"Pardner" Gardner has the
distinction of having served
as "DISC JOCKEY U.S.A."
A n honor which every Disc
Jockey would be pleased to
have. Your "Cotton Picking
Pardner," Gardner, receives
many phone calls and much
mail for the requests you
hear over his daily program
and he's one Disc Jockey
that's really appreciative of
his listeners. Gene is an artist himself, and you're invited to listen to Gene with
his "Angel Food Flour"
playboys each Friday, 10:15
AM, and enjoy Gene's own
country music stylings.

Mary-Nelle Wright, who •lso writes Diary of Doings
for the Fulton County News
ei- eit week, brings her sohappenings to Air
cial
every
Waves
Thursday
morning from 9:45 a. m. to
10:00 o'clock a. m. In her
chatty and informal visit
with you over WFUL each
Thursday, Mrs. Wright tells
of the comings and goings
of all the people you know
from everywhere.
Her Air Wave Diary which
comes to you live from our

studios is an adaptation of
her newspaper column in
the News. Mrs. Wright, a
popular and
well-known
Fulton lady invites you to
call her about your social
happenings, your travels.
Remember you have a date
with Mary-Nelle
Wright
and her Air Wave Diary
every Thursday morning
over Radio Station WFUL
and for more complete reports of her read her column, Diary of Doings in
the News.

WE ARE PROUD OF
News Services, Full
UNITED
PRESS leased wire service, complete Local and Regional news
staff.

Transcription
Library
Service.
These libraries are furnished for
your enjoyment.

Music Clearance,
SESAC.

Special Features — Weather forecasts, Time signals, Market quotations.

ASCAP, BM!,

Religious Broadcast—As a public
service we are happy to broadcast
the morning devotional and Sunday services.
Remote Broadcasts—Furnished by
station at actual extra coat involved

Promotion—Station maintains complete
Promotion Department.
When unusual merchandising services are required. Our staff is
ready to serve you !

OTHER MEMBERS OF OUR STAFF
J. 0. LEWIS, commercial manager; MRS. GLENN WALKER, bookkeeper;
ARDELL SINQUEFIELD, engineer; KELLY LOWE, part time announcer

EVERY DAY FROM SUN-UP TO SUN-DOWN

jServing A Population of over 1,000,000
I Persons HAS A MESSAGE FOR YOU

TATF I
STUDIOS ON MIDDLE ROAD

PHONES 1270-1500

FULTON, KENTUCKY

State
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937,00
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Started Baby Chicks

CATCW.111M V41-1N
• DUKEDOM RT. 2

and

& BURROW
Insurance and Real Estate
Long term Farm Loans at
Low Rate of Interest
SEE

Charles T. Cannon
l'harles W. Burrow

HORNBEAK
HOME
FUNERAL
Incorporated

PHONE 7
Three Resklent Licensed
Embalmers

To HARVECT
theBat..
Big eon .. Well finished ..
Sound corn .. High yield
.. Top 'belling percentage.

PINIrtheBet
Choose Punk's G-tf ybrid -developed by nearly 35 years of
research by America's leading
corn breeding staff. Bred-in SeStar Qualities for Balanced
Performance and top pareern

Mr, Joyce TAylor •
A large crowd came out Sunday night to hear Brother Porter preach his last sermon at
Bethlehem He will be moving
to Memphis after annual conference which convenes this week.
;Mr. and Mrs. Verdell Glisten and children were guests of
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Neeley. Friday night.
A number of neighbors and
friends gathered at the home ,of
Mrs Tennie House Monday of
last week to help her quilt. The
ones present were Mesdames,
Mildred Murphy, Lee Williams,
Wilma Williams, Artie Emerson,
Doris Bradley. Lunia Wray,
Edith Yates, Allene Lowry. Edna
Waggoner, Jo Lynn Williams,
Evalin,. Yates, Virginia Wray,
Jackie Wray and the hostess
Mesdames Evaline Yates and
Cassie Taylor went Tuesday
p in. to help Mrs. House finish
quilting it
Mr and Mrs Roy Emerson
were guests of Mr and Mrs.
Jim Mitchell Saturday night.
Mr and Mrs I. A Rowland
,sf Lynn Grove visited his dad
,n41 sister Mr W. L. Rowland
„nd &Ulu. Sunday.
Mr :.nd Mrs Tommie Moore
were Sunday afternoon guests
of Mr. and Mrs.. 0. F. Taylor.
Mrs. Ira Raines has returned
to her home after spending the
winter with her girls, Mesdames

der whether they were able to
TID BITS
transfer it tto their successor,
(Continued from Page 6)
Brother Wall delivered a very
the tractor.
stock
as
if
it
were
the
barnyard
inspiring message to the congreNo one ever thought of a mule
gation at Pleasant View Sun- watchdog. Plowing in a newground must have been as tough as other than a beast of burden.
day.
on the mule as on the boy, but He was never pampered as was
Mr. and Mrs. Glen Clement the mule seemed pretty fresh af- the old family nag or the sadvisited Mrs. Kate Myrick Sun- ter a whole day of being yanked dle horse. The mule seemed
day.
around by hidden stumps and born for a life of drudgery; the
JAI"'
Mr and Mrs. James Edgar roots The boy would have hated nearest to any picture of him as
and Myra Faye of Brazil, South to admit it, but he was tired a work of art showed him and
America and Mrs. Marilyn Ja- enough to give up supper even, his mate drawing a particularly
cobs of Hawaii visited Mr. and but it would never do to admit heavy load or being appraised
Mrs. Wilton
Holt Saturday. it before bigger boys and girls. by some prospective buyer who
gooks
They also visited other relatives Sometimes, when I was that boy wanted plenty of grit and musand Jenny, my own mule, had cle in the animals he would buy.
here.
In my walking all over fields
Vacation Bible School is in purled the plow all day, any cow
progress this week at the Good or calf around in the barnyard to study birds I now rarely see
Springs church with commence- when I turned my mule loose a mule of any description, either
had better start running, for a small "jack-rabbit" one like
ment program Friday night.
Jenny was the born enemy of my mule Jenny or the big,
Mrs. Vinnie Thomas of Mar- anything easy-going. Life just sturdy-built ones like those Mistin visited Mr. and Mrs. Calvin did not seem to get Jenny down. souri mules I knew in Hickman
Thomas last week.
On the farm where I boarded, County in 1907. There may be a
Royce Wilkinson spent last almost a half century ago when saddle horse or two, a pony for
week in Memphis.
I taught my first school, there the little children, but rarely a
t(
Mrs. Baron Dixon has been were a dozen mules from across mule. Just what does Missouri
right sick suifering with a the Mississippi River, big Mis- produce since tractors took
slipped disk in her back and soUri mules, that had been rent- over? And how can a Negro
other complications.
ed for the breaking season, farm hand philosophize to his
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Wall vis- when the summer sun was the tractor? And what has taken the
ited Mrs. .Wall's father in the hottest and the weeds thick and place of the balky mule, the one
Kennedy Hospital Saturday. He high. It was too hot for even that could show misife stubbornwasn't feeling so well.
mules to be- put into stalls; they ness than any farm boy even,
Mrs. Laura Elliott spent the had to be fed in troughs out in that exhausted all our voccabuweek-end with Mr. and Mrs. Jas- the barnyard. And yet those big lary and still looked as deterper Elliott_
fellows, after a hard day of mined and mulish as ever? The
Mr. and Mrs. John R. Melton, breaking wheat ground, would mule was a useful critter, never
Homer Wood, Mr. and Mrs. Jas- carry on like a group of teenag- humble, but, like steam, capable
per Elliott and Mrs. Laura El- ers on a picnic, chasing each of great energy when forced to
liott attened church at Mt. Mo- other away from the trough, expend it.
riah. Brother T. N. Hale deliv- kicking up their heels, and
ered a very good message.
laughing a sort of mule laughWe are sorry to admit it, but
Vacation Bible School will be- ter at the antics of themselves we are about the only newsgin at Pleasant View Monday and the other barnyard creat- paper which cannot tell you,
afternoon, June 18. Every child ures. I wondered then and still definitely, who the two presidI
wonder at the marvelous energy ential candidates will be this
is invited to attend.
Just a reminder, the summer that those mules had and won- year.
revival will begin at Pleasant
"e--.
View July 1. Brother Allen
-ei a
Rohrer of the Liberty Baptist
Church will be the visiting
evangelist
Mr. and Mrs. Jeter Bowan
spent part of last week in Memphis.
BOMB
50 - MEGATON H
(One And Two Weeks Old)
Mrs. "Dutch" Carney, mother
An Atomic scientest Dr. A. G. of
Mrs. Jeter Bowlin is right
Hill, of Massachusetts Institute sick.
recently told
of Technology,
Mr. and Mrs. Glen Wilkinson
Congress that a hydrogen bomb
and boys were Sunday guests of
with 2,500 times the power of
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Jackson,
the atomic weapon' that blastOur Last Hatch Is Now Off
ed Hiroshima may be at least
in the planning stage.- The atom G. I. TRAINING ROLLS UP
bomb which flattened Hiroshima
Enrollments of G I's under
was estimated to have had the the Korean War G. I. Training
energy equivalent of 20,000 tons Bill 'passed the 700,000 mark
on
of T N T. A megaton is a million February 1st, according to
the
tons of T N T, so a 50 - metagon Veterans
Administration. .This
EAST STATE LINE—OPEN DAILY—PHONE 483
weapon would have 2,500 times rt presented a 30
per cent inthe power of the Hiroshima crease over a year
ago.
bomb

you vvoi& co w.4.12E. you ISNkI

Wi

COLLEGE ENZOLLMENT
The University of California,
with 38,394 students, is the largest institution of higher ecluseaion in the United States. The
State University of New York
with 33,623 enrolled, Is second,
and New York University, with
31.8.67 enrolled, is third. Men
students enrolled in colleges and
universities in the nation outnumbered wornen,
-1,784,
937,000.

Wade Hart and Raymond Walston, of Brandon, Miss. She was
ill the latter part of her stay
there, but is much better now.
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Crittenden and girls attended
preaching service at Poyner's
Chapel Sunday. Norman has accepted the call to preach and
will preach his first sermon at
Bethlehem Sunday, June 17, at
11 am Every one is invited to
come out and hear him.
Mr and Mrs Nolen Williams
called on the Clon House's Tuesdays p m for awhile.
La Donna Glisson visited her
grand parents, Mr. and Mrs.
OF YOU*
Harvey Neeley, the latter part
rho
01
"
of the week
4
10
Yates
.Harry
Mrs.
Mr and
were Sunday guests of Mr and
Beckham Vaughan and
Mrs
l
er:a/64
41
family
BANKS
has seventeen
The
nation
deposits
which
have
banks
billion dollars,
of more than a
or more This is one less than
the number of billion-dollar
hanks in 1955, although the
total of deposits is almost $3,000,000,000 greater than the
eighteen held at the start of
There were around 7.50
1955
bank mergers in 1955, both large
and small.
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ORDER YOUR FUNK'S 0-NYIKED

CHARLIE SCATES STORE
Church Street

FEED & SEED CO.
Ph. 620
S. Fulton
College Street

00drieh
B.F.0
,,

Phone 389

B.F.Goodrieh
FIRST IN RIMIER

Worthy of Your Trust for
161 Years.. Beam old fashioned Kentucky Straight
Bourbon Whiskey is distilled
and aged under a formula
passed on from generation to
generation for over 161 years.
Only Beam tastes like Rena
...only Beam tastes no good.
JIM REAM • 90 PROOF
IMITIICKY STROM eensoe woramf
114111.5 S. SIAM DISTILUIS DI,CUSSUII.EL,

Hose
Jerks
Interwoven

Belts

Hats
Champ

Nunn-Bush
Portage

Shirts

00

=
Utt
yes how.

Timely
Curlee
Sewell

Shoes

mod yew reeoppaile deo

LOW PRICES OTHER SIZES
aollari
TRUCKERS
=de
.fakie advenve of PM
AS
TO• hundred..1 dollars by
LOW II

Underwear

Men's Suits
i
ii ,
s.41P.1.:BtA.%

IMMO1W111145190441"4.A.IINT
8

SALE

JUNE 17th

-tad 2ieseisoes
the &AI
- a'404 -2‘44441400$

$465

B. F. Goodrich

..0'

REED BROS

FATHER'S DAY

LOW PRICES ON

HYBRID

NOW

FULTON HATCHERY

yi Pint

the same $ihrortewe trend
&Woo that seated ea
new tires

QUALIIYalwarsks

SPECIAL PRICES-- WHILE THEY LAST

World's Finest Bourbon
Since 1795

The man is dishonest who
knows how to accept a favor but
does not know how to return it.
—Plautus

•NEW TRU GUARANTEE
•NEW TIRE TREAD

SEED
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Mrs. George Elliott •

Friends are happy to know
that Mr. and Mrs. Jessie Johns
have returned to their home here
after living in Detroit for the
past five years They plan to
live here now.
Mr. and Mrs Charles Johns
arai children returned to Detroit Sunday after a short visit,
after bringing the furniure for
parents. -Roy Terrell from Detroit is
spending his vacation with his
parents. Mr. and Mrs Durele
Terrell.
Mr. and Mrs Jack Groves and
children from Pulaski, Tenn.
spent the week-end with Mr.
and Mrs. D. J. Jones.
Mrs Burnette Ross and Sarah
visited Hazel and family at Fort
Knox, Ky. recently.
Miss Doris Rowlett spent last
Wednesday with Mr and Mrs.
liarvey Vaughan and Mr. and
Mrs. Ches Morrison. She will
work in Chicago this summer and
return to David Lipscomb College for her senior year this fall.
Good news! The Southern
Continental Telephone Crew is
working on the right-of-way and
they say we will have phone
service in this community within the next two months. Those
who have been without service
for the past year will certainly
welcome this serviee.

BURROW,CANNON

The Fulton News

• PLEASANT VIEW

Mrs. Harvey Vaughn •

Arrow
Enro
TruVal

Pioneer

Ties
Wembley
Regal

Sport Coats
Friedman-Marks
Sewell

Coopers
Arrow
E and W

Pajamas
Enro
TruVal

Jewelry
Shields
Swank

Slacks
Marx and Haas
Kahn'

Hall-Wooten Clothing Co.
"OUTFI i taiS FOR MEN AND YOUNG MEN"
• FULTON, KENTUCKY •
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CLASSIFIED ADS
Even ifyou
discovered
Uranium in
your backyard

You couldn't buy
finer whiskey than

Cream of
Kentuckg
Kentucky's finest
whiskey is
America's
finest whiskey value
-premium
whiskey at a
noi-prcmium
price!
Cream of
Kestoc!cr is
dotiNle-rich-rith
in flavor.„. rich
in boucu:t.
Enjty it today.

ALL KINDS OF KEYS made
while you wait. Forrester's
Shoe Shop, 204 Main..
FOR RENT: Floor sanding machine and electric floor polisher and electric vacuum cleaners. Exchange Furniture Co.
Phone 35, Church Street

FOR SALE OR TRADE: Indian
motorcycle, good condition, all
extras. Will sell for $250 cash
or trade for pickup truck of
like value. A. J. Damron,
Phone Fulton 470 or 1223J-1.
BUY AND SELL through United
Farm Agency. Get advertised
thru magazines, newspapers
and farm journals. Agent,
flobert Hampton, at Hickory,
Ky., Route One, on U. S. 45,
or call Folsomdale 8R3. Have
70 farms for sale at present
time around Mayfield, Ky.

PORCH SWINGS made of durable oak, only "$9.95. Exchange WELLS' DRILLED for industry
Furniture Company, Church
and homes. Modern equipStreet, Fulton, Ky.
ment, experienced workmen.
Write or call Watson Co.,
NOW YOU CAN Drive in Park
Phone 261, Fulton, Ky.
and Buy your office supplies
MAYTAG
WASHERS, standard
and equipment. Harvey Caldand automatic models. $129.95
well Co., Drive-In Office Outand up. Sales and service.
fitters, New Location, corner
Bennett Electric, Phone 201.
Walnut &
Plain
Streets,
Phone 674.
UNEXPECTED CHANGE makes
available good Rawleigh busiPOWELL and EUDY Shoe Reness in Fulton County. Splenpair offers you prompt, accudid business secured in this
rate service at moderate cost.
district for 30 years. Excep204 Church Street; Fulton.
tional opportunity for right
RENT A NEW TYPEWRITER
man. I'll furnish list of cusor Adding Machine. Rental
tomers and help you get
applies on purchase. Harvey
started. See W. B. Eaves,
Caldwell Co., Drive-In Office
Highland St. R. it No 4, FulOutfitters, Corner Walnut &
ton, or
write
Rawleigh's,
Plain Streets. Phone 674.
Dept. KITE-1071-201, Freeport, Ill.

ks.4,2ird,

Complete -Stock All Kinds Of Lumber
Millwork — Paint — Lumber
Building
Materials

ONE STOP SERVICE
BAIRD MATERIALS COMPANY
Martin Hiway

FALSE TEETH

-Quaker Lady"
$8.95
A new shipment of David Crystal DRESSES
to be sold at special prices these three
days only !

SWIM SUITS by Rose-Marie-Reid
Doors open, 8:30

KENTVCKY'S FINEST WHISKEY-A BLEND
Ei PROCF. ites GRAIN NEUTRAL SPIRITS.
SrMINLEY DM.,INC.. FRANKFORT, KY.

$1095 up

All sales final

Phone 585

THE
LEADING
MAN ON —

—

FATHERS' DAY,
JUNE 11th
Miss Shirley Easley
An annuoncement of wide spread interest is being made today
by Mr. and Mrs. Herman J. Easley of Fulton of the engagement
and approaching marriage of their daughter, Shirley Donna, to
Jerry Hawks, also of Fulton.
Miss Easley is the granddaughter of Mrs. Rupert Browder
and the late Mr. Browder. pioneer residents of this vicinity, and
the late Mr. and Mrs. G. M. Easley, also of this city.
- She was graduated from Fulton Hiatt School and -attended
Murray State College. Miss Easley is a member of Sigma. Sigma
Sigma Sorority.
Mr. Hawks is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Walter Hawks of Fulton. He is the grandson of John W. Harrison and the late Mrs.
Harrison. also, life long residents of Fulton County, and the late
Mr. and Mrs. J T. Hawks.
He was graduated from Fulton High School and served two
years in the U. S. Army. Mr. Hawks is now employed with the
Illinois Central Railroad.
The wedding will be solemnized on Sunday, July 8. at the First
Methodist Church in Fulton.

Practical Gift
suggestions for Dad
from

KASNOW'S
Sport Shirts

$1.98, $2.98

Summer slacks
Robes

VISIT CAGLE'S
BAIT SHOP
Hickman, Ky.
Friday Cagle

Hi'way 94
Phone 2208
Complete

line

of Bait and
Equipment

Open 7 days a week
24 hour service

307 MAIN ST.• FULTON

USED BARGAINS
$39.95, up refrigerators
$29.95, up elec. ranges
$19.95, up _ _ washers
$219.95 21" television
KING TV
First Street
Union City, Tenn
Tane

to /NIX For

$5.98 and up

$5.95 and $6.95

Straw Hats

$1.98 to $4.95

Stretch Sox
Belts

Mr. and Mrs. Carl W. Harrison
Mrs. Patsy H. Gann
Mr. and Mrs. Joe A. Harrison

IRBrS FASHION SHOP

Ma.

South Fulton

DAD'S

LATEST RECORDS

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to express
our
Leading Brands in Popular Reli- heartfelt thanks to the doctors
gious, Hilly billy, Rhythm, Blues and nurses who worked so hard
to save our son and to our many
CITY ELECTRIC
friends for the cards, food, flow205 Commercial
Phone 401 ers, telephone calls and prayers
in the tragic accident and death
of our son and brother, John
Don't Neglect Slipping Roland
Harrison.
We also want to thank our
neighbors for looking after our
Do false teeth drop. slip or wobble
home
while we were in Memwhen you talk, eat, laugh or sneeze?
phis and to the men who finDon't be annoyed and embarrassed
by such handicaps PASTEFTH. an
ished planting our crop after we
alkaline non-soh:II powder to spriukle on your plates, keeps false teeth came home. With your acts of
more firmly set Gives confident feel- kindness
and deeds and the evering of security and added comfort.
No gummy, gooey, pasty taste or feet- lasting love of God we will be
tug. Oct PAST=TH today at SAT
able to bear this great loss.
drug counter.
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Harrison

SPECIALS FOR THURS FRI - SAT
HATS $2, $3, $5; OTHERS,/
1
2 PRICE
VOILE AND GINGHAM DRESSES by
r4steoaiee-4

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to thank each and
Accurate
every one who helped in any
WORKMANSHIP
way during the death of our
mother, Mrs. J. A. Howard. We I
At Low Coat
especially wish' to thank neighw.,taies,
Clocks and Time
bors and friends for flowers and
Pieties of All Kinds Accufood that was brought, and alsol rately Repaired at Low Cost
Bro. Dotson and Bro. Elliott for
by—
their comforting words, and
ANDREWS
the choir for their music.
May God bless each and evJewelry Company
eryone of you --Howard Family

59c and 79c
$1 and 79c

Ties $1 and $1.50
Men jewelry $1 and $1.50
Boxed Handkerchiefs $1, $1.93
Pajamas

$2.98 and $3.95

House slippers $1.98, $2.98
Gift wrapping free

Load News

JOIN OUR

Andrews Jewelry Co
Church St

Fulton, Ky

"TINY BOND"
• Land Surveying
• Civil Engineering
• Lots, Subdivisions

SAVING PLAN
-at No Cost to You!
Save While You Spend At

CITY DRUG CO.
408 LAKE STREET

O&M, sterling

FOR LIMITED TIME ONLY!

Bamboo Shades

SURE INSURANCE
AT
LOW COST

Wick Smith Agency
456 Lake Street
—Phones 62 or NOW—

FREE!
hitli cacti 16-ior..er%

Telephone 4.17

WHY PAY MORE?

Mahogany Finish
Drawer Chest

FULTON

417 Eddhigs St.

pattern

46-PIECE SERVICE FOR

448-52 LAKE ST.

RUSSELL E. TRAVIS

"CHOOSE-AND-USE-PLAN"
... in your favorite

DEPT. STORE

u nusually
low
P r iced !

Tone to WFUL For Load News

it's- for 8

MEL-,

1/5 DOWN and $5.00 PER WEEK
• No interest
46-PC. SERVICE
INCLUDES:
•8 Teaspoons

FOR THE

BEST

• No carrying charges

•ORDER NOW BY MAIL!

IN GOOD

•••••••

•9 Forks
ANDREWS JEWELRY STORE
Fulton, Ky.

•8 Knives
• 8 Salad Forks
• 8 Iced Bevesage
Spoons
• 1 Cold Meat Fork
• 2 Tablespoons

Plasm send No the 46-pc. SERVICE FOR 8 in
GORHAM STERLING platen.,
Id* free drawer chest

• 1 Sugar•Sp000
Prices tarbade Fed TIM
}MORI,

USED
FURNITURE
SEE

NIIIMMI
Addrvgl
Clry

• 1 Gravy Ladle
• 1 Boner Knife

p

Opular for

indoor or

Stare

) Complete Chem Oah Plan
(

(

) ().re

EXCHANGE

) Clerk or M

I would Ilks to ogres an arrown, whh your mom

FURNITURE CO.

has. accotons
-

outdoor use on
porch or patio.
Each shade
comes equipped
ready to hang
with cofton cord,
strings and 2
punts', 2 hooks
and one cleat.
Additional sizes of various squally low prices. Natural.

—

207 CHURCH ST.
PHONE 35

Graham Furniture Company
303 Wilt St.

Phone 185

Fulton, Ky

